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·Discussions Seek
To Halt Layoffs

"Print the Truth anct~ba(l)!!_ the Devil."

by Dave Neff

Vol. 26 No. 21

News Editor
Faced with an- apparent decline of 2.8 per cent in state funding for the 1975-76 college budget, the EWSC Administration is
currently in the process of formulating ways to prevent the lay
oft of 16 faculty.
The probable approach to the dilemma-currently under discussion between faculty and administration officials-is a plan
which would reduce the "bonus" pay earned by instructors who
te~ch an extra quarter-usually summer-in addition to the fall,
winter and spring quarters most EWSC instructors are contracted for.

Another feature of the Montana Plan, adapted from such a
program implemented at the University of Montana, is to have instructors have their contracts on a staggered three quarter
basis, such as teaching winter, spring and summer quarter.
Because of this feature, according to several heads of the
College's 28 departments, the Montana Plan, while preventing
unemployment within their ranks, will place an eventual strain on
the fewer department instructors who accomodate larger
classes or on the fewer instructors who teach the same amount
of classes offered.
Roots of the Problem
11
Prior to the fall of 197 4, the Office of Program Planning and
Fiscal Management (OPP-FM) in Olympia has used an average
annual headcount (total enrollment of three quarters at colleges
and universities) to determine the amount of funds to recommend for appropriation to the Legislature, according to Don Man·
son, EWSC Institutional Research analyst.
In the fall of 1974, Manson said in a recent interview, OPP-FM
decided to adopt a new formula to finance the state's institutions
of higher education. According to Manson, the formula embodies
the institutions' fall quarter enrollments as a basis for projections for funding the ensuing Biennium.
From the fall quarter enrollment figures, says Manson, OPPFM figures the number of credit hours produced, and from there
calculates the number of Full Time Equivalent (FTE) students ( 15
credits for undergraduates, 10 for graduates) which in turn is
translated into the number of "generated" FTE faculty via
course level ( 100-200 level, 300-400 level. etc). After all this,
the state uses a funding formula of either 72 or 75 per cent,
Manson said.
According to Manson, OPP-FM used EWSC enrollment
statistics for fall quarter of this year as a basis for its projected
head count of 6,281 this year and 6,384, and 6,432 for the
respective biennium years.
Manson said OPP-FM, whose research goes to both the
Governor and the Legislature, declined to use the College's
enrollment figures for winter (6,831) and spring (6,850) which
were an average of 450 students higher than fall quarter's 6,390.
Manson explained EWSC administrators had no luck in their
appeals to OPP-FM officials to consider winter and spring's
enrollment figures and discount fall's which, he said, was
affected, among other things, by students who ordinarily might
be enrolled in the college working at Expo '7 4.
Because their efforts were to no avail, officials estimate the
state appropriations to the College will be $15,029,916, 2.8 per
cent or $436,976 below this year's $15,466.892.
Repurcussions
With this funding estimate, EWSC Vice President of Academic
Affairs, Phillip Marshall, was quick to remind a reporter the of·
ficial budget has yet to be adopted by the Legislature and signed
by the Governor.
Anticipating the worst, however, Marshall is currently
deliberating with faculty members on a plan to accomodate the
estimated 326.9 FTE faculty the estimated budget provides for.
This year, he said, the number of FTE faculty, excluding administrators with faculty ranking, numbered 343, and with the
funding proposal by the state that leaves 16 FTE positions unfunded.
11

In days past, the 28 departments on ca mpus, after the three
quarter contracts were signed by the faculty, were alloted by the
administration a total of, for this year, 150 summer teaching
positions, which Marshall likened to working "overtime." The
respected departments, he explained would have th~ir members
rotate year from year to take advantage of the "bonus."
What the Montana Plan does in regard s to reducing the bonus
pay, said Marshall, is assigning by the Administration to the
departments all four quarters "at one time instead of the three
initially and the fourth 'summer' at a later time. "
He conceded the staggered teaching schedules, also part of
the plan, could possibly cause problems for some departments.
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S&AF- And Athletic Funding

History Goes Way Back
By Dave Neff
and
Jim Waggoner
"... Student voice in the allocation of the Student Services and
Activitie~ Fees is sought and
heeded, and at Eastern a significant portion of this College
budget is directly administered by
the Associated Students .
However, the responsibility and
authority for budget determination of program support rests with
the Board of Trustees ..."
- excerpted from a July
24, 1973 recommendation
memo by EWSC President
Emerson Shuck to the Board
of Trustees .

Earlier this month, the budget
heads and representatives of 28
campus organizations appeared
before an eight-member "allcollege" Student Services and
Activities Fees Committee
( SAFC) to present budget
requests for the 1975- 76 school
year.
What these campus
organizations were eyeing was
the $390,000 expected to be
derived next year from the
$52.50 and $41.00 an EWSC
full -time and part-time student
has extracted from quarterly tuition.
.,
(The organi zations were
vying for $21.00 of the fee
made available for student use.
The rem aining monies, this year
totalling $524,265, were com mitt ed to paying of f th e
college's bond obligations on
con stru ct io n of ca mpu s
facilities.)
This little-known committee
became the focal point of bitter
editori al comments in the May
15th issue of the Easterner
after a controversial one-hour
meeting on May 8th. During this
meeting- the culm inati on of
two weeks of hearings- the
committee recommended the
admin istration approve a collective total of $11 2,000 for Men's
Athl eti cs and Wom e n 's
Collegiate Sports for the 19757 6 sc h ool y ea r . Thi s
represented 28 per cent of the
monies available for student
use, part of an overall 11 per
cent increase realized by all the
organizations.
What the Easterner editorials
failed to note at the time was
the history of this committee.
During the past three weeks an
investigation has been able to
est abli sh the following circum st ances of it s ini t ia l
development and matu ration:
- How a studen t ad-hoc commi tt ee ' s recomme nda ti ons
which formed the SAFC took
away budgeting recommendat io n po wer from th e AS

legislature and transferred it to
the Committee.
-How, when it was conceived in 1971, the students
who spearheaded its found ing
fai led to establish writ ten
sa f egua rds to insu re the
Associated Student Legislatures
from having veto power over the
committee's final recommendations if the need ever arose.
In 1974-7 5, when the committee was expanded to eight
members, attempts to insure
such safeguards were summarily di::;missed by President Shuck,
as reported in the winter 1975
editorials of the Easterner.
- How at hletic fu nding
became an institutional policy
whi ch EWSC ' s Board of
Trustees made official in July of
1973.
Brief History of SAFC
Prior to the committee's formation in 1971, departmentallyrelated budgets (i.e., Black Student Union, Athletic Department, Drama, etc.) as well as
what were then called Student
Services and Welfa re Programs
(Focus, Easterner, Social Activ it ies ) had their bud gets
reviewed first by an AS Finance
Committee and later reviewed

by the AS legislature.
As a result of what Shuck
says were "unproductive and
rather emba rrassing meetings"
between budget heads and student legislatures, an ad-~c
comm it tee on Budge t ary
Pr oc eedi ngs conceived a
system to remedy this.
John Allen was AS President
in 1971-72. In a recen t interview, he said the Ad-Hoc committee 's recomme ndations ,
which formed an "all-college"
committee for a three -yea r
experimental basis, with th ree
student leaders and three administrators was an attempt to
bring an "image of authority" to
student government.
In the past he explained, once
monies were allocated by the
Finance Committee, approved
by the AS legislature and finally
approved by t he Board of
Trustees, depa rtmen t heads
would frequently return within a
short span of time pleading for
more funds.
Among the principles involved, Allen recalled, was the
Athletic Department who "on
occasion would overspend their
total budget before the entire
year's activities had been completed ."
(Continued Page 10)
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LAST THURSDAY three helicopters from the Air National Guard
transported ROTC cadets to Seven-Mile in Spokane for field exercises.
(PHOTO: Paul Warner)
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Letters To The Editor

Easterner
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E.ditorials

fingeri Pointing

The Big Con Game

Dear Editor,
After reading many editorials
and letters to the editor, I feel
there has been a great injustice
done by these people against
the Athletic Department over
the issue of funding. These peo·
pie (writers) seem to be pointing
"the finger" at the Athletic
Department alone and forgetting to acknowledge the fact
that there are other
organizations receiving money
also.
In the April 24 1975 issue
Vol. 26, No. 24 you outlined the
budget almost to its entirety. I
feel you left out some important
information. I would like you to
answer a few questions for me
and print them so other readers
may benefit also.
In other words, I want the unbiased facts!
1) Which departments and
organizations are asking for funding this year?·
2) How much are they
asking?
3) How much money do
they bring in on their own?
4) How many people have
participated in each in the past?
5) What is the potential
participati0n of each? (For
example. Is it possible for me as
~ _
student, if I were willing, to
Join each organization and
benefit from the money I have
put in through tuition and
taxes?) ·
I don't see why people are attacking one department alone
when in fact other departments
and organizations are not
any mere _deserving of thek own
funding.
I urge the readers of the
Easterner to look at all the
departments and organizations,
not just one. The Athletic
Department is. not the only
receiver of our hard earned
money.
Alan G. Smith
Sophomore
Accounting (Business) Major

by Kevin Taylor
Managing Editor
If you have not read the story on page one of this issue, we
strongly urge yeu to d0 so, as it deals with the committee whioh
takes your money and decides on how much of it to put in each
pocket.
In past editorials we have deplored the fact this committee consistently awards the lion's share of student money to the Athletic
Department, and wondered why. Now, however, some rationale
seems to have emerged.
During an interview,. EWSC President Emerson Shuck remarked
to a reporter, athletics should be funded at this level as' it
represents the fast vestige of a sense of community for the college
campus.
With the yearbook gone and Homecoming being phased out,
Shuck evidently feels athletics is the major factor that makes
Eastern not a college but a COMMUNITY; that memories of athletic
events will provide us with a warm glow out there in the cold, cruel
world when we leave academia behind us.
Eastern's athletics provide a sense of community? Since less
than 4 per cent of the student body participates in athletics, we
must assume Dr. Shuck is referring to all the loyal fans who turn out
for the games. However, this too has proven incorrect, as the turnout at Eastern's athletic events is consistently poor.
Is t~is still the era of the unquestioning, non-thinking, you-told·
me-so-it-must-be-true college student?
We don't t~ink so, but it seems Dr. Shuck does by his remark. A
s.urvey, taken 1~ O~t_ober 1972, on factors affecting students' selection of EWSC 1Rd1cates the following:
Intellectual Atmosphere
1Oo/o
Goo~ Facult~
29.4%
Special Curriculum
18%
Low ~ost
36.2%
Location
35.3%
Clo~e to Home
23.4%
Advice of Parents
4%
Adv!ce of HS Teach er
1.5%
Adv!ce of .H.s. Counselor
1.9%
.Social Act1~1t1es
6.2%
. Inter-collegiate ·
Athletic Program
6.5%
Fraternity or Sorority
1.9%
Coeducational College
11 o/o
Intramural Sports Program
8.5%
The survey i.ndicates all levels of 1,472 students participated.
Gee whiz Dr. Shuck according to the survey 71.5 per cent of the
students enrolled are here because it's cheap aF1d is conveniently
located. As this college's chief administrator, you should be aware
of this. In addition only 6.5 per cent of the students are here
because of the intercollegiate athletic programs.
The fact this survey was taken in 1972 is perhaps a basis to
refute the results. However, we strongly doubt the results will not
Of course the Athletic
hold true today. To alleviate the whole matter and allow The
Department
is not the only
Easterner to proceed with other business, we urge the legislature to receiver of your
hard earned
procur funds to have another poll taken by a professional organiza·
money".
This
is
evident
if Mr.
tion either immediately or early next fall. With the results in hand
they can then approach the Board of Trustees and the administra- Smith had read the four issues
concerned with next year's
tion with the students' true wishes.
budget.
However, the finger has
..,
"
been poiiited at the Athletic
Department because they by far
receive the most money from
11
student services and activities
Editor: Jeff Lorello
, fees.
Sports Editor: Jim WaRgoner
Managing Editor: Kevin f aylor
Vol. 26, No. 23 (Apr. 24) and
Associate Editor: Paul Warner
11
Photo Editor, Rich Roddy
News Editor:
David Neff
11
Artist: Doug McKerney
Vol. 26, No. 24 (May 1), dealt
with the requests from the
various
departments and
News writers:
Chuck St. John
organizations at EWSG, while
Linda Townsend
John Sch1ll1ng
Judy Gibson
11
8111 Jones
Vol. 26, No. 26 (May 15) and
. Kathi Kensey
Jebbi Sutton
Carl Wirsching
Galen Goldman
Jerry Coons
Vol. 26, No. 27 (May 22) dealt
Sissy Gargstao
Michael Heavener
with the recommendations
made by the Services- and Ac11
Sports Writers:
Photographers:
11
tivities Fees Committee.
Ed Waters
Don McIntyre
11
11
Dave Stocker
Tom Routt
At h Iet i cs ( m e n ' s a n d
Ii
Distribution Manager: Tom Routt
Lucy Liu
women's) will receive $112,·
1,
Advertising Manager: Bruce Utter
.
Advisor: Barney Franc1sco
000. The next budget allocation
The Easterner is the student newspaper of Eastern Washington state
closest to this is the AS
college funded by the Associated Students. The opinions expressed are
Executive branch which will
those of the editors and writers of The Easterner and not necessarily
those of the Associated Students, Faculty, Administration or anyone else.
receive $32,350. Next comes
Address all inquiries and letters to The Easterner, EWSC, PUB 119,
Social activities which will
Cheney, Wash., 99004 or call 359-7873.
receive
$30,000 and return
Advertising should be sent to Bruce Utter, c/o Alpha Kappa Psi, EWSC,
Cheney, Wash., 99004 or call 359-2522. ·
$12,000. So in effect they
•.
...
'
r~c.eiye $ l $,Q,00.•. All_. 9th~r.
1
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departments and organizations any program on a level
fall below this mark.
necessary to achieve standards
The only budgets that will of excellence. For example, if a
return revenue next year are as balanced, complete academic
follows: Drama-$2,000, program is to include a phy.sics
DEWC-$100, Athletics-$7,- department it would seem
500, Easterner-$6,000, and reasonable to fund that departSocial Activities-$12,000. All ment at a level necessary to
figures are projected.
achieve excellence. This might
As for participation in the entail the purchase of expensive
various areas of funding, you equipment, staff and facilities
could say the potential is un- that would only be used by a · ·
limited. Mr. Smith misses the minority of students and ether
point when he asks ..if he were members of the community.
willing could he join in
It seems to me that intereverything;" if he wanted we collegiate athletics at E.W.S.C.
suppose he could. The point is, performs several functions. One
relative to the money given to is academic; one is entertaineach budget area, what is the ment; one is institutional cohepercentage of participation? sion; one is image building; none
This is the question students is completely separated from·
and the administration must the others.
look at. We feel that a budget of
The academic function is to
$95,713 (74-75 Athletics) with provide a.n education a I
less than four per cent direct in- experience for gifted motor per·
volvement is madness.
formers while also allowing parThe issues mentioned are ticipation and observation opavailable at the Eas-terner office, portunities for physical educaroom 119, PUB.-ED.
tion majors in the professional
preparation program. At
E.W.S.C., the participants are
student-athletes who par- ·
Dear Editor:
ticipate by choice and not for
As a member of the pay. A majority of physical
academic community at Eastern educators and coaches in the
~~shington State C<1>flege, I feel state have degree s from
1t 1s my responsibility to prc;>vide E.W.S._C. These facts, plus a
a complete overview of athletics commitment to education for
in order to bring a balanced all" suggests that we maintain a
perspective to the journalisbc complete and ba la need
endeavors in the recent issues program.
of The Easterner.
Athletics as entertainment
· There are several basic prin· cannot .be denied, regardless of
ciples relating to athletics as individual preferences. For
conceptualized and conducted students, for faculty, for alumni,
at E.W.S.C.
for townspeople, it is attractive.
A. Athleiics is an integral, It is only one area of possible .
legitimate part of the social experience for the .stuacademic progr,am. It is · dent as a spectator. There. are
only one area of a com- many devisiye forces within this
plete and balanced school ·(including the large
program in health, number of commuting
physical education, students). There are several
recreation and athletics. forces wh.i'ch are cohesive in
It provides professional nature. It would seem desirable
preparation oppor- to retain and develop those that
tunities in a chosen foster institutional cohesion.
field plus recreational
Finally, we must realistically
athletics (intramurals) recognize that athletics has a
and intercollegiate bearing on the image of the
athletics. It is not college in the region and state.
organized as a business Like all programs with a high
enterprise.
degree of visibility in a regional
B. There is an institutional institution such as E.W.S.C., the
commitment to such a level of attained excellence in
balanced program by all the program paints a mental pie·
policy making groups in· ture of the institution to its
valved in the area. This public (alumni, citizens of the
would include the Board state ahd region and future
of Trustees, central ad- students). Why not increase the
ministration, the ap- c~ances for a positive image
propriate · faculty com- with a sound athletic program
mittees, the HPERA as well as other outstanding
Department, and the programs.
Athletic Council (comThe present status of
posed of faculty and E.W.S.C. athletics can be
students).
examined in several key areas;
C. A physical commitment operating budget finances,
to a complete program is staff, facilities and support.
evidenced by a multiOperating budget finances
million dellar facilities are minimal at best. The present
complex (state funds), $13.00 per year student fee is
and multi -thousand very low compared to that of a
. dollar academic staff neighboring state with student
commitment (state fees ranging from $15.00funds), and an operating $33.00 per year. At E.W.S.C.,
budget amounting to dedicated coaches who believe
thousands of dollars in the value of athletic programs
(state funds generated are supporting programs with
by student fees).
personal funds. Current budgets
With this type of academic m recent years have not even
program and commitment, it recognized the ravaging effects
WOijld seem necessary to fund . (Contin"11d. Pa1e 3} , ,

B-Ball Coach Speaks
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Letters To The Editor Cont'd
of inflation. Further pressures
have come from the
maintenance of a complete
program of 15 sports plus the
long overdue growth in women's
athletics.
But the future can be bright.
We have a good staff, facilities
that are the best in the country
for a regional institution, and
outstanding student-athletes.
These athletes are doing their
best to reach their potential in
their support and as a person
while striving to win with integrity and to the best of their ability.
It is possible to maintain
perspective and avoid
negativism. Let us develop a
program built around the
themes of balance, respect and
standards of excellence.
Jerry V. Krause
Head Basketball Coach

'Fact' Contention
Dear Editor,
We are writing in regard to
your editorial of May 22nd in
which you attacked SUBOC's
rejection of the Veteran's Co-op
.request for office space in the
PUB.
No one who is familiar with
the Veteran's Co-op would question its worth or its right to
space in the PUB. What we are
questioning is your presentation
of the facts.
SUBOC refused the Veterans
because they don't have the
space, not because all other
clubs and organizations would
request space as your editorial
states. The Women's Commission was granted space as an
exception because the Ad·
ministration has no other
suitable space for this service
organization.
You reported that the
Women's Commission, which
was granted an office in the
PUB last quarter, has only met
once. We would advise the
Editor to read campus
publications other than The
Easterner becuase if he will
check the Focus he will note
that the Women's Commission
held meetings almost every
Thursday night winter and
spring quarters. There were also
discussions each week at noon,
Saran Wrap-Ins, with speakers
from this campus during spring
quarter. As for the attendance
at the events during Women's
Week, we would venture to say
that most of them drew as many
people as any other of the
. "awareness weeks" on this
campus do.
The "real shocker", as you
put it, is that "the Commission
has done little to generate interest and practically nothing to
educate voters" about ERA
What is more of a shocker is
that the Editor of The Easterner
is unaware of the fact that the
state of Washington has already
ratified th e Equal Right s
Amendments.
We would have to agree that
the Veteran's Co-op deserves an
office in the PUB. But when
someone disputes this we would
hope that people, the Easterner
especially, could support a
counter argument with facts
rather than misinformation and

attacks on other organizations
which have no real bearing on
the subject.
Respectfully submitted,
Nancy Knight and
Jennie Lindberg

The Easterner editor is well
aware the ERA has been ratified
in Washington State. However,
we doubt it the EWSC Women's
Commission had anything at all
to do with it. Furthermore the
reporter .covering the SUBOC
meeting has maintained the
reason stated (all clubs and
organizations would request
space) was mentioned as a
basis for SUBOC's decision.
Finally, just because meetings
are advertised does not mean
they will be atte'1ded. -ED. ·

Commission Responds
Dear Editor:
In reply to Jeff Lorelle's
editorial in the May 22 edition, I
would like to say that Mr. Lorello
should check his facts. In case
he has not noticed, which he obviously has not, the Women's
Commission has made use of
their office more than "once." If
Mr. Lorello could have taken the
time to read the Focus, he might
have made note of the weekly
meetings (that is, 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, PUB r0om 3D which,
by the way, happens to be the
Commission's office by some
coincidence Mr. Lorello must
have missed), Saran Rap-ins,
not to mention, a base for
operation of our activities.
In regards to Women's Week,
I would like to know how many
events Mr. Lorello attended? Jf
any, it is a shame he did not
listen to the "rhetoric" a little
closer. It may have raised his
consciousness level by several
degrees.
Granted Mr. Lorello, 9ur services have been limited this
year. However, most people
realize it is hard to function
without funds, and the Women's
Commission is · no exception. I
see no reason, Mr. Lorello, for
you to begrudge us our funds for
how is one to provide a service if
one has no money to support
that service? Yes Mr. Lorello,
contrary to popular (?) belief, we
do have plans for the $750
budgeted to us for next year.
We, too, not unlike the
Veterans Co-op, would like to
reach the students. However, I
happen to feel there are other
ways to do so besides having
keggers at Badger Lake. I find it
hard to believe that service to
students on this campus only includes supplying beer for the
over 21 crowd. Yes, Mr. Lorello,
there are other things that are
just as important in this world as
booze. I feel an attempt to
enlighten and bring awareness
to the students on this campus
1s important, also. This, Mr.
Lorello, is one of the main goals
the Women's Commission has
established for itself.
As for th e Equ al Ri ghts
Amendment, I do not fee l
Eastern's Women's Commission

must apologize for the defeat of
the ERA this year. I support the
ERA and it saddens me that it
might not pass. However, it also
points to the important fact that
more awareness needs to be
developed at the local level.
Given a chance to stop fighting
for our survival, Mr. Lorello, the
Women 's Commission has
hopes of bringing an awareness
of women 's equal rights to
Eastern Washington.
l'n the meantime, Mr. Lorello,
if the misogynists on this campus will give us a chance to
organize and support us instead
of fight us, the energy we will
have spent in fighting can then
be invested in service to the
students of Eastern Washington
State College, and, in particular,
to the women of the Cheney
community. THAT, Mr. Lorello, is
the goal of the Women's Commission.
Glynis Delozier
Women's Commission member
Advertisement of meetings
does not necessarily guarantee
these meetings will be held, and
also does not guarantee these
meetings will be attended in
great numbers. However we
wish the Commission much luck
in pursuit of the above stated
goals if in fact these goals are
trying to be reached. - ED.

Sociology Lesson
Dear Editor,
Diabolical, coy, infatuating,
sexy, tormentor, tease-these
catchwords that Gentleman 'Jim
attached to female .chauvinist
pigs probably are quite accurate
descriptions of some women's
behavior. Yet, Gentleman Jim in
hi, vehement attack neglected
t.9 ~~~ \!.hY women act in such a
manner. Why do they wear sexy,
seductive clothing, why do they
play hard to get, why do they try
to ''twist" men around their
fingers? The answer to these
questions may reveal far more
and perhaps accomplish more
than Gentleman Jim's contribution to the ageless, male versus
female battle.
It should be realized that
both men and women are victims of a system which casts
them into iron-clad roles. Society views the nuclear family unit
as a tight-knit structure in which
the man and woman must split
the necessary tasks and functions down a rigid preconceived
line. The man's primary responsibility is to support his family.
Therefore, the focus of his life is
directed outward into the
"mans' world of work." It is
through this outside world he
can find satisfaction and
self -rea li zation-t he family
becomes, oftentimes, secondary
in priority. Woman's primary
responsibility, on the other
hand, is to take care of her
family's needs. Therefore, the
focus of her life is directed inward to the home, where she
must find her s~tisfaction and
self-realization either in doing
tedious housework or vicariously
th ro ugh her hu sband and
children's achievements. In this
sense the man inevitably takes
the role of authority -after all,
both his wife and family -are

dependent on his paycheck. The
woman takes on the role of a
second-class partne r -she
provides for her husband's
physical needs and is expected
to give him emotional support,
to act as a catalyst to propel
him toward success. Children,
from the moment they are born,
are shaped into these preformed molds. Little girls, by
modeling their mother's
behavior and by experiencing a
myriad of other influences (via
media, education, etc.), take on
tradit i ona l
fe min i ne
characteristics such as
passiveness and weakness,
over-emotional ism, sexuality
and even bitchiness. Little boys,
however, are funn eled into
typical male roles. They are reinforced for being aggressive,
they are urged to be curious and
to explore, they are expected to
participate in the type of activities which will prepare them
for a man's world. Boys are,
therefore, encouraged to get
higher education to improve
t he ir potent ial job skills,
whereas if women p1!1rsu·e higher
education, they are expected to
either nail a good husband at
school or to merely increase
their intel lectual awareness
before they get married. You
may think this an overstatement, but statistics indicate the
number of women col lege
graduates participating in the
labor force is extremely small
compared to total number of
women coll ege graduates.
Furt hermore, those women in
the labor force nearly always
are employed in "service" type
positions rather than positions
of action and authority.
Of course there are exceptions to these ideal male/female
roles. So me women never
marry, instead developing a
career. Some men never marry,
preferring to remain single.
Also, some families exist in
which the female takes on the
authoritative role and the husband the secondary. Some
marriages even occur in which
the husband and wife carry
equal responsibility. Yet, it must
be realized, these are exceptions, not the norm, and that
society perceives these exceptions as oddities. Take the
woman who opts for a career.
The typical attitude towards her
is, "that woman wants to be a
man-she's got penis envy!"
The man over thirty who has not
married is often perceived as a
l ittl e odd-perhaps even
"queer." The family in which the
man fs secondary in authority is
seen as a typical instance of a
hen-pecked husband- "pussywhipped" is the popular term.
So, even the exceptions are
"locked-in" to interpretation on
the basis of these ideal roles.
Now, consider the position
this ideal fami ly situation imposes upon women. First, they
must depend solely on their husband for support, money, and
status. It is this reality that may
be the key to explaining what
Gentleman Jim calls their
chauvinistic behavior. As long as
a woman is tied to her
husband's "pocket strings" she
must play. the game .societywbas '

placed upon her-she must be
acquiescent, meek, and submit
to the tedium of the home- in
effect, she is powerless. It's
called don't bite the hand that
feeds you. It should not be surpri sing, then, that women use
subversive tactics to get what
they want- it 's not surprising
they use their sexual and
emotional power to manipulate
men, since these are the only
tools they possess to combat
male authority. Pe rh aps if
Gentleman Jim (all men and
women for that matter) understands that socialization
patterns are the result of structural sex roles, then his hostility
about the intent of suc h
behavior will be lessened. This
could help, perhaps, to alleviate
some of the pressure placed
upon both sexes to conform,
allowing us to be more human
and honest in our relationships.
It is not our intent to say that
only women are victims of an
oppressive system, but all people are victims of the system
that oppresses- unfortunately,
we must all play the game.
The next togical question to
ask, it seems, is why does such
an oppressive marriage system
exist-whose purposes are
being served? An analysis of the
functions of the monogamous
marriage reveals that it serves
as the cornerstone, the basic
building block for the capitalistic
system. Just think of a few of
the economic factors involved in
maintaining this nuclear family
unit.
First, the housewife's labor
takes care of all the family's
primary needs (food preparation, laundry, house cleaning,
care of children, etc.), so that
her husband is totally free to
devote his full attention toward
working in the economy. If the
situation were not so, perhaps
the quality and quantity of his
output would be lessened, thus
negatively affecting the profit
margins in industry, and thus
the income and life-style of the
ruling classes.
Consider, next, how vital
housew ives are for the
economy, not only as unpaid
housekeepers, but as consumers-it's the "keep up with
the Jones"' syndrome. American
capitalism 1s able to dump
phenomenal amounts of unnecessary goods onto the
market because of these c:onsu mpt i ve patterns tied to
housewives and family life.
Just think of the potential the
housewife holds for becoming
an exploited labor force. Women
who are accustomed to cleaning
toilets and changing diapers are
usually more willing to step into
similar dull, cruddy jobs in the
labor force than are men, who
believe such work is menial.
Thus, you find exploited working
women doing low paid, semiskilled or unskilled work just like
exploited racial groups end up
doing low paid, semi-skilled or
unskilled work. Furthermore,
women, like non-whites, must
submit to the "last hired-first
fi red" rule. These huge groups
of exploitable labor found in
women and non-whites assures
(~oQtinJJcq !!a.it .4l • ~ • . .. . • , ..... ..
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Letters To The Editor Cont'd
that the system will always have 000 awarded for Black
someone available to do the Awareness Week is $8,000
economy's "shit work."
more than the NAIC and $9,000
There are innumerable ways more than the Hawaiian Club.
to demonstrate that the
I would feel a lot better about
monogamous family serves as a how the money was spent if
prop for our exploitativ~ each minority club was given the .
economic system. Just leave 1t same amount to spend on
to say that "it's no accident cultural enlightment.
that our marriage system 1s
Concerned Student
structured as it is, "it's no ac365-46-6724
cident" that men and women
are cast into certain types of
roles which cause conflict
between the two sexes. We are
ALL - both
men
and Dear Editor:
In response to the Another
women - victim s of an op Perspective
letter from
pressive system.
· AFTERWORD: In conclusion, Gentleman Jim which contained
we hope this statement has several valid points, I feel
raised some questions and obligated to set forth the true
ideas. We invite responses story on this controversial issue.
Love is the single most un( favorable and negative)
healthy
state into which a young
because we feel it is by far best
that these issues be brought to man can plunge. It produces
the public arena to be dis- tremendous strains on the circ u I at or y, nervous, and
cussed.
respiratory systems, not to menFran Burrell
tion
the checking account.
Wayne Leslie
Mere contact with fe mi nine
Patricia Coontz
pulchritude can rai se the
Steven Barr
heartbeat from 60 to 160 beats
Jim Green
per minute. Prolonged or in John Dotson
timate
contact can send the
Dave Neff
average cardiac muscle into a
Jill Moll
state of near convulsion and obAndrea Wallace
viously should be avoided. An inDavid Stempel
depth study of the late RayKathy Leifer
mond J. Johnson proved conKathy Ferguson
clusively that lovemaking can
Helen Potts
ca use total circulatory collapse,
Julie Clayton
especially if your wife finds out.
Bilal Hashmi
Lo v e has two basic
Bruce Sydow
devastating effects on the
Sarah Chandler
respiratory sys tem . Supple
Judy Gibson
feminine
forms tend to cause a
Jennie Lindberg
great deal of sighing, which not
Dan Perdue
on ly disrupts the normal
Wayne Sayer
breathing pattern, but leaves
Kerry Smith
the
body cel ls struggling in an
Pam Eslick
en vironm ent short of vit al
Ruby Fuqua
oxygen.
Jim Hern
Lovemaking, though s of love
Kurt Smithpeters
making, or even the remote
Nancy Knight
possibility
of lovema king attack
Miriam DeShazo
the respiratory system through
Cheri Adams
panting, which may or may not
David Andersa
be acconpanied by foot stomping, drooling, etc. Panting, of
co ur se, ca u ses HYPER VENTALATION! That is, the body
cells
are drowned in oxygen.
Dear Editor:
In the May 22, 1975, issue of This creates a state of dizthe Easterner, The Student Ser- ziness, which progresses into a
vices and Acti vities Fees Com- severe state of woozi ness,
mittee met on May 14, 1975 to which finally progressed in the
wrap up its job of allocating sub l ime sta t e of un money to variou s departments consciousness, which is just
south of the state of Alabama .
on ca mpu s.
At a time when money seems Thence comes the expression,
to be a problem, the committee "She's a real knockout."
The most extensive and
has gone overboard in their approval of the fund s allocated for serious damage is done to a~d
the variou s departments. My through the brain. Love clouds
question is: Why is one minority the mind and thus \ leaves the
group given more. money than body vulnerable ··to injury. It
another, for the purpose of an removes man's instinct for self
preservation. The shins and
"Awareness Week?"
The rea son for my question is forehead fall prey to bepurpling
the di screpancy between the bruises inflicted while the inNAIC, Hawaiian Club, and the fatuatee meanders aimlessly
B.S.U. allocated funds. The through the day's activit ies
NAIC was awarded $2,000 and thinking only of the infatuator.
the B.S.U. was awarded $10,- During this period of masochism
000 for a Bleak Awareness the digestive system also sufWeek. It seems to me the $10,- fers. The system's pleas to the
brain for sustenance go unheeded lea vin g the "bod"
Custom Built
ravaged by the pangs of hunger;
Speakers
this occurs during the latter
Reasonable
stages of infection when the
Daryl Bellinger
brain turns to jello.
325-9209
Man seems to thrive in spite

What A Way To Go ,

Cultural Needs

...

caught up in the system, and
nobody is going to get you out.
It is unfortunate that our
society has perpetuated the
myth of the golden-haired Ultrabright girl, so that a man seen
with anyone not fitting the image is put down by his peers. It
takes balls to let your 'friends'
see you with a dumpy chick who
has got a beautiful soul. You
can 't drool over the soul, after
all, it takes too much trouble to
look until you really see.
Dear Editor,
We are so controlled by other
This is in response to people's opinions. Everyone has,
Gentleman Jim (May 22 issue of at one time or another, kissed
the Easterner). Now look here, ass just to get along. We perbuster, just who do you think form to please the professor, to
you are? You make women get a decent grade. We smoke
seem like creatures who use dope when the pipe comes
men up and throw them away around to show everybody we're
like Kleenex. How about the cool and part of the gang-and
other side of the coin ?
to be sure the gang won't shut
How about the "sweet" guy us out. We compromise, comwho calls a young lady up and promise, compromise. When the
asks her for a date? She joyous- gang disappears we are lost and
ly says yes and he says he'll pick lonely indeed.
her up at 7:00. She spends two
When I look inside, I discover
hours washing her hair and there's nobody there but me.
doing her nails. She uses her Myself is small, to be sure, just
deoderant and brushes her as an embryo, with a long long
teeth so she won 't offend him. way to go, as t he song says.
She wears nice clothes like
I may have a man around,
shorts and a halter top so he will maybe not. I have friend s I really
be proud to be seen with her. value, who meet my needs and I
She stashes some bucks in her theirs. And, I've got me as a
purse in case he runs short. She friend.
is ready at 6:45 so he won 't
So I pity you Gentleman Jim.
have to wait for her. And what Who are you really? Or do you
does he do? He shows up at even care?
9:00 without any explanation.
Marge Keller
He takes her to a movie, and inJr.-Special Ed.
stead of enjoying a good flick,
he turns into the heavy breather
and five-finger feelie king. Now
she doesn't get off on being
fondled with 500 people sitting Dear Editor,
around, so she tells him to
This being my first quarter at
please stop. He gets all bent out EWSC I have been reading with
of shape and drags her out of much interest the Easterner to
the theater. He drives straight establish for myself where the
to the local lovers lane. Every students here stand on different
town has its Rimrock. Anyway, issues. Having been an AS
he parks and the five-finger legislator myself at t he Junior
feelies go into full bore. Now College I attended, it has
maybe its the wrong time of the become quite apparent to me
month, or maybe·he just doesn't that the problems we have seen
turn her on. So she tells him no brought out in recent Letters to
and he revs up the motor, roars the Editor are universal ones
to the house, calls her a prude with other schools. Though my
and a boring date, pushes her opinions are very strong concerout of the car and lays rubber ning such issues as the "sacred
for two blocks to emphasize his cow" Athletic Department and
point. And then the next day he the jackasses in the legislature,
tells all his lockerroom buddies these opinions can wait until
you are an easy piece.
another time, for I have enDoes that sound like a poor, cou ntered an event the students
mistreated animal? You guys can be very proud of.
who think all you have to do is
There has been a little getspend a little money on a chick together over in the College
and she will hop into the back Theatre for the past month,
seat, make me sick!
every Thursday, · Friday, and
Why can't two people go out Saturday evenings. It was my
and ju st enjoy themselves. privilege to attend one of the
Maybe go see a good movie, and last showings of The Taming Of
later go dancing? Or just have The Shrew put on by the College
an intelligent discussion? There Department of Drama. I was
are other things in life besides highly impressed by the very
balling. Now, I have nothing professional job that was done. I
against sex. In fact it's a blast. would just like to express my
But it's not the only thing in the thanks to the directors, actors,
world.
the staff and assistants for
Think about it.
taking me on an adventure for
Terrie
that .one evening and showing
537 -62-4539
me that above all the issues and
disputes there are on our campus, there are beautiful events
such as The Taming Of The
Shrew that we can be very
Dear Editor,
Gentleman Jim, I pity you. proud of Thank you.
Robert N. Griffith
You seem so out of touch with
Sophomore, History
yourself and so lonely. You are

ot love and, against all reason .•
stubbornly con-tinues to indulge
in it even though it is the biggest
threat to his well-being. Love
has no cure and since man
refuses to leave it alone, there
is but one philosophy to adhere
to: WHAT A WAY TO GO!
Terry Sensel
Senior-Biology

Five Finger Feelie

Above The Issues

T:he Elusive Soul

Initiative 305
Dear Editor:
Last November a committee
of several Eastern Washington
Stat e College students was
formed to initiate a drive for 19
year old drinking.
The task ahead of them was
not easy . By mid -January,
howeve r, the students had
progressed enough to send a
manuscript of the proposed law
change to Olympia. By the end
ot 1-ebruary t he proposed law
was official-that is officialy
proposed; 118,000 valid
signatures were needed to place
the proposal on the November
4, 1975 general election ballot.

To venture required dollars.
Many dollars. Fi nally , the
Restaurant Association of the
State of Washington took
enough interest in Initiative 305
to support it with the needed
dollars.
By the first part of April,
thanks to hundreds of dollars
donated by the WSRA, the
petitions were printed. By May,
t he petitions were distributed to
be signed. ·
The petitions are presently in
circulation. But the response
has not been very good. The
culmination of hundreds of
dollars and hundreds of man
hours is about to meet its final
test. The 118,000 VALID
signatures must be in our office
by the end of t he June. Only a
few hundred have been turned
in at present.
There is only so much that
can be done from our office. We
need your support. If you have a
valid voters card and are able to
sign you name, your services are
needed for the few seconds it
takes to apply your signature to
AN OFFICIAL INITIATIVE 305
PETITION.
Many persons are counting
on you. Until the signatures are
validated and there are the
118,000 required , the measure
will not be on the ballot. Until it
is, we cannot begin the
promotional campaign to pass
Initiative 305· when it comes to
a vote of the people in
November.
If you have not signed a petition and wish to do so, d0 it
soon. If you have not seen a
petition, please write to our office now and request one.
Maybe you know several other
registered voters who will be
willing to sign with you ?
We need signatures; we need
them now!
For further petitions or i.nformation, go to the Associated
Students Office.
Sincerely
Roger Sandon
Information Director
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Deposits on
Utili-ties
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oCookies
in the
Cookie Jar
Sick of Your
Own
Cooking
We would like a chance to
pamper you. Register early
tor your choice of halls and
rooms.
.
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Room 122 Showalter Hall
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Vague Wording

Opposition To ERA Investigated
By Bill Jones
News Writer

If

Arguments surrounding the
ratification of the twentyseventh amendment to the constitution guaranteeing equal
rights to all citizens of the
United States regardless of sex,
are based on the amendment's
vague and ambiguous wording,
the existence of this guarantee
in the fourteenth amendment to
the constitution and more
specifically in Title VII of the
1964 Civil Rights Act.
Section 11 of the Equal Rights
A1nendment will give Congress,
''the power to enforce, by approp ri ate legislation , the
provisions of this article." The
method and type of legislation
that will insure equality of rights
regardless of sex, and its
affects on the existing legal and
social structur.e, is left for future
discussion.
Senator Sam Ervin tried unto
tack
s u cc es sf u II y
amendments onto the ERA that
would have retained protections
and exemptions in the law for
women, · reaffirmed father's
responsibilities for support of
their children, upheld laws
securing privacy to men and
women, or boys and girls,
retained laws punishing sex
crimes, and protected Federal
and State laws making distinction between legal rights of men
and women when the distinction
is based on physiological or
functional differences.
Yale ·and Harvard law journals
have predicted possible
ramifications of the ERA. including draft and combat service for women, but all are
possibilities rather than consequences of ERA ratification.
Supreme Court Re.:,olution
Professor Paul Freund of
Harvard Law School states: "If
anything about this proposed
amendment is clear, it is -that it
would transform every provision
of law concerning women into a
constitutional issue to be ultimate I y resolved by the
Supreme Court of the United
States. Every statutory and
common law provision dealing
with the manifold relation of
women in society would be
forced to run the gauntlet of attack on constitutional grounds.
The range of such potential
litigation is too great to be
readily foreseen."
Many opponents to the ERA
feel rather than the endless
litiga tion Professor Freund
predicts, a reinterpretation by
th e Supreme Court of the
Fourteenth Amendment, and
the initiation of legislative
amendments to existing laws is
necessary.
The Fourteenth Amendment
states: "No State shall make or
enforce any law which shall
abridge the priviledges and immunities of the citizens of the
United States; nor deprive any
person of life, liberty or property
without due process of law; nor
deny to any person within its
jurisdiction the equal protection
of the laws."
A commission establi.shed by
the late J. F. Kennedy rejected
the ERA rn the following words:

.. .
. . .
~mce the comm1ss1on '~ C?nvmced the . U. _S. ~onst1t~t1on
now emobd1es equality of rights
for men and ~o".len, we conelude a const1tut1onal amen~ment need n~t b~ so_ug~t 1~
order to establish this pnnc1ple.
Supreme Court Decisions
Decisions by the Supreme .
Court in the past have consistently validated the principle
of equality as to rights, as being
inherent in the Fourteenth
Amendment. Opponents to the
ERA believe the 1908 Supreme
Court decision that held "Sex to
be a basis for classification" under the Fourteenth Amendment,
should be challenged by a
current test case in an attempt
at validating full equality for
women under the amendment.
In addition to the Fourteenth
Amendment, a strong case
against the ERA can be made in
the existence of Title VI I of the
1964 Civil Rights Act which
prohibits discrimination as to
sex in the terms and conditions
of employment.
Disbelievers in the ERA point
out the significant judicial interpretations of this act in recent
years. Of greatest importance
have been the Weeks v.
Southern Bell Telephone and
Telegraph Company, and Bowe
et al v. Colgate Palmolive Co.
both in 1969.
The Week's decision placed
on the employer the burden of
proving by re.,asom;ible cau.se
and factual data, all or substantially all women would be unable
to perform safely and efficiently
the duties of a job.
In the Bowe case the court
stated: "Each employee, male
and female, must be afforded a
reasonable opportunity to
demonstrate his or her ability to
perform strenuous jobs on a
regular basis."
Courts in California, Oregon
and Wyoming have held State
labor and protective laws are
superseded·or invalidated by Titie VII of the Civil Rights Act.
The Attorneys General of South
Dakota,
Pennsylvania,
Oklahoma, and Michigan have
issued opinions that Title VII
and/or fair employment practices legislation superseded
their state's protective labor

because of sex.
In addition amendments were
recommended that would bring
within the scope of the Act
women's rights in such areas as
Education, Social Security, the
Equal Pay Provisions of the Fair
Labor Standards Act, taxes,
federal · employee fringe
benefits, federal aid for child-

By Debbie Sutton
News Writer
The long awaited residence
hall court system will be in
operation by the end of the
week, according to AS Attorney
General Jerry Howe.
"It is conceivable the dorm
court could hear a case by the
end of the week," Howe said.
"We hope t0 handle a couple of
cases as a trial run and after
that cases will be referred to the
court on a regular basis."
Dorm court Justices and At.torney Generals met with Al
Ogdon, Dean of student services
in orientation sessions during
the past two weeks. The first
meeting was spent discussing
court responsibilities and
problems which may arise and
the second meeting was spent
discussing Eastern's student
conduct code.
Ogdon said, "The system will
work this way. Everything will be
funneled across my desk ar,d I
will inform this group. All cases
will be handled by the dorm
court, except rn special circum stances."
The "special circumstances"
Ogdon referred to include instances where a student should
be counseled, or where a student may be embarrassed to
have the case handled in an
open court, "for example in the
case of co-habitation," Ogdon
said.
Ogdon also counseled the
group "to forget any T.V. show
you ever saw. You must constantly remember you are not a
court of law, you are more like
an understanding parent."
"T he preponderance of
evidence is important," Ogdon
said, "such as to what degree is
the person guilty and what were
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President's Task Force
The effectiveness of the
1964 Civil Rights Act, in relation
to women, could be further
strengthened if the recommen-
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ficulties of a case-b~;case,
state-by-state procedure.
The oppon~nts to the amendment r~cognize ~h~ need for
change .'" "-'.0 m~n s status, ~ut
f~el their exists in the Const,~ution, Federal Acts! ~~d Executr. ;
Orders the poss1b11tty for that
change.

Dorm Court lo Hear Cases Soon

legislation.
Other states that have taken
steps to eliminate labor laws for
women include Washington,
Tennessee, Virginia, North
Carolina, Maryland, Delaware,
New Mexico, and the District of
Columbia. The trend is thus
clearly toward the elimination of

dations of the 1970 President's
Task Force on Women's Rights
and Responsibilities in relation
to the amending of the Act, so
as to give it broader scope were
to be acted upon by congress.
The comm ission recom mended the Act should be
amended to extend jurisdiction
of the Civil Rights Commission
to include denial of civil rights

care, and investigative and enforcement procedures under t~e
Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission.
In summary the proponents
of the ERA feel a constitutional
amendment is necess~ry, to
secure justice expeditously and
to avoid the time, expense, uncertainties and practical dif·
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the circumstances. You can't
get hung up on little things, you
want to know, did it happen or
didn't it.''
Ogdon also told court
members Roger Reed, state Attorney General, had pointed out
to him more than 90% of civil
cases are decided on circumstantial evidence.

"What you have to decide,''
he cautioned, "is whether there
is more of a chance that it
happened tha n it didn't
happen."
Ogdon said he sometimes
handles five or six cases a day.
"You won't be able to handle
more than one a week. I expect
a kickback to me."

(Bus Schedule Arrived Atl
The Magic Bus finals week schedule was arrived at by the
Commuter Bus committee after much deliberation and consideration "to get all students to and from their finals," and to
"minimize A.S. subsidies of the bus service," according to Ike
Higgins, committee chairman.
Since no previous statistics ~ave· been kept on previous finals
week ridership, how many commuters attend classes each hour,
what percentage of the commuters drive to tinals and how many
classes actually hold finals, the schedule was difficult to arrive at
Higgins said.
Nevertheless, Higgins believes they have arrived at a
workable schedule which accomplishes the committee's goals
and the many people involved deserve a "job well done, or at
least a you gave it a ~ell of a try," . H.iggins. sai9. ,, ., .
1

May 30·31 No Bus Service
Finals Week Bus Schedule
Leave Cheney

Leave Spokaoe
Monday
June 2

6:52
7:10

10:00
1:10
3:30
4:35
5:15

leave Spokane

7:30
7:50
10:40
1:50
4:10
5:15
5:55

6:52
7:10
10:00
12:10
2:30
4:35
5:15

Wednesday
June 4

7:30
8:50
12:05
3:10
5:15
5:55

6:52
8:10
11:30
2:30
4:35
5:15

6:52
9:10
12:25
4:35
5:15

7:55
12:25
5:10

...
leave Spokane
7:15
4:30

June 3

Thursday
June 5

Friday
June 6
7:15
11:45
4:30

leave Cheney
Tuesday

Schedule for June 16·20

7:30
7:50
10:40
12:50
3:10
5:1~
5:55

7:30
9:50
1:05
4:10
5:15
5:55
Saturday

June 7
No Service
Leave Cheney
7:55
5:10
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PUB Food Stamp Office Seen As Possibility
Legislator Mike Selle
During their meeting Monday, ·declared, "These rules will help
the legislature heard a report people to present . their
from AS President Tom Hamp- arguments. The whole deal is to
son on the status of a Food help students."
Stamp office in ·the PUB, after
Vic Pestrin agreed with Selle
allowing him legislative and said, "It has been shown
speaking powers in an earlier 9 that' the standing committees
to 3 decision.
·
are not effective. It's a shame to
Hampson told the legislators
the Spokane Food Stamp
Program is ready to open an office here at Eastern, which
wou'ld serve students and
Cheney residents.
He said due to the lack of
By Judy Gibson
space in the PUB, he and
News Writer
Business_ Manager Russ HartWomen was the main topic of
.~an,. decided on a temporary of-, ,· .tfrr.ee spea!,~rs during last
f1ce in Show~lt~r.
,.::,week's Women's Week which
. tt.ampson indicated personnel · \ :ceii.tered .on an awarenes~· of
~·~: .: .' .. ~er~'.;'r~ady .to mo~e out her~ as.:.-:,problems ·and solutipns. ,for
. . . . :. : · S.00.~ ~S· ~~ey received an office,: ·,;today's women. . ..
.
·· .a ~c~n .~ine,:and a secretary to , ·:·, :'''We :iet ou'rselves· be
: ., ·
m~ke·. appointments. He also · protected," said Gail Hicks of
said tf t~e program prayed . the Psychology Department who
successful he would reconsider discussed ''Female Stereooffice spac~ in the PUB.
.
types."
The leg1slatur~ also disThe "Little Woman" was the
cussed St~nd1ng Rules· stereo-type of women covered
Recommend~t1o~s from th~ _Ad by Hicks. The audience was
Hoc ~onst1tut1onal Rev.1s1on ·asked to act "small."
Committee. The committee
While most of the audience
recommended:
.
.
.shrunk to the floor one man said
A~ The AS President, y1ce- he could feel "small" standing
President o~ Student Services, up as everyone else was below
an~ th~ Business _Mana~er have him. Then they were asked to
leg!slat~ve spe~king rights at feel "big" with some people
leg1slat1ve meetings..
reaching to the ceiling.
~) Guests m~kn,g presen- . Hicks pointed out women are
· tat1ons to the leg1slatu~e, such trained to ·speak softly and less
as .budget requests, will have forceful than males.
their names placed on th~ ag~nTerms such as "ladies,"·
da a~d sh~II have leg1slat1ve "guys," "girls'' and "boys'' were
.s.peakmg n~h~s at that par- . referred to for audience react1cular ~eetmg.
tion.
Previously. these peopl.e had
"Being less than your patento be recognized by a legislator tial" and "living down expecbefore they. could speak.
tations" are a part of the role of
The mot10~ to accept the the "Little Woman," she said.
recommendations was amended
·
twice, to strike the President Women and the La.w
and Vice-President of EWSC
"More and more women are
from section A, and to strike using their own names," sai<:J
section B entirely.
Helen Tutt, a second year GonSome of the legislators zaga law student about married
expressed the view "I don't see women keeping their birth
why we need these special rules names.
when we have committees to do
"To avoid hassles of name
the same job."
changes, the safest way is to

ask people to come to the
meetings and not allow them to
speak."
Ike Higgins contended, "With
the rulings we recently made
concerning the committees,
they are going to take off and do
their ·job."
He added, "People making

presentations have plenty of
time to speak if we want to ask
them questions."
'Luis Musso emphasized, "If
we want someone to speak to
us we'll ask them to."
The motion and both
amendments passed in a 9 to 3
vote with Pestrin, Selle, and

Musso voting no.
In other matters the
legislature:
Approved .an Easterner
budget request of $141
so it may purchase a
four page insert for the
last issue.

Women's Week

,· ·. T:epics Centered On Awareness Of Problems
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never start using your husband's
name."
Legal disadvantages of
marriage were also covered by
Tutt.
The name change was the
first' disadvantage causing a
loss ·identity for the ,woman ..
She .pointed out though ~
woman's name is not considered important, a man's
name and the family name are
considered important in society.
By taking on the husband's
domicile (residence) a woman is
placed into his world whiJe
giving up her environment.
·
It is considered desertion
when a woman leaves the home
that her husband provided and
she will receive none of the
community property.
Tutt said after marriage it is
very difficult to establish credit
in woman's own name. A woman
has no credit rating herself, it is
in her husband's name (his
rating).
Any credit rating a woman established prior to her marriage
is er,ased by the computer.
When divorced a good credit
rating established during her
marriage is the husband's, not
hers. But if a bad credit rating
existed in the marriage it is the
woman's rating as well as her
ex-husband's.
The sex discrimination in
schools "has a very strong
effect on the image of
ourselves," said Tutt.
In a· study of 12 textbooks
the 242 occupations included in
them were 213 for men and 39
for women. The textbooks
showed mothers don't work,
while 43.9 per cent of mothers
are working.
She also pointed out the
physical appearance of women
was projected in the textbooks.
At a very early age children are
put into roles.
·Assertive Training
"Assertiveness is working
with day to day problems," said
Correen Morrill of the Education
Department who discussed
"Assertive Training" for women .
The distinction between
being assertive and being
aggressive is that an aggressive
person oversteps the boun-

or

..

daries of other people and their trained to give up ourselves to
rights while an assertive person our families."
never oversteps other's rights,
The audience was asked to
Through study, the solutions divide . into groups · of four to
for anxiety were found to.. be learn · .how to say "no." "You
relaxation and assertiveness:
don:t .have to apologize for
· Assertive training involv.~ f :.:· saying :n.o;" said Morrill. ·
·
verbal training: to say mor.~:...,-·· ·. (acn· ·group was ·;given some
positive things about .self, ;
"•Sttuations in which ...
person
give opinions and to stand 4p·for··· ., attempted to make : another
rights.
.
· woman say "yes," while she had
Studies show women do not to try to say "no." One of the
talk more than men. The talk ·toughest situations · for the
women are involved in is groups was saying "no" to a
·'seeking, supporting talk." Men boss who asked you to work
talk ~5 words per minute while overtime while threatening your
women talk 70 words per job. ·
minute.
Another problem women face
Morrill said, "The first steo is said Morrill is being interrupted
to get rid of the Tm sorry' in during a conversation. She gave
order to be an assertive woman. three w~ys to avoid the interrupOnly say sorry when you have tion.
reasons to be sorry. Don't be
First, never look at·.the insorry for existing."
terrupter, Second, keep on
People who use more active talking and spe~k louder, and
verbs are more outgoing asser- Third, hold out a hand to the intive people, while the passive terrupter to say "Yeah,' I know
verb users are less responsible you're there, but I'm .going to
and less assertive.
finish what I want to say."
We (women) were n'Ot
·
trained to satisfy ourselves or to
have an identity. We were
1
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Vets' Checks In Question
VETS, BE IN EXPECTATION!!
For those veterans who may
have missed seeing the· article
in one of last week's Spokane
newspapers, or who haven't
been otherwise informed, the
following information may be of
interest:
According to a quote from VA
budget officials in Washington
D.C., " .••there are no funds
available for checks scheduled
to go out in June..." The same
article said, ..Those checks will
be delayed for sure..."
HOWEVER, Larry Williams of
EWSC's veterans office said he
has been in touch with the VA in
Seattle and was told, "The
possibility still exists on-time
delivery of regular checks may
not be interrupted."
The Easterner has understood "regular" to mean the
monies which have been mailed
to veterans currently attending
school. But Mr. Williams
NEW-USED
BUY-SELL· TRADE
LP'S-TAPES
Herbel Smoking Accessory

$ For Used LP's
Park Free Across
the Street

624-0726
Between Main & Trent
on Division

emphasized the word,
"possibility," since there was no
guarantee that the information
he received was accurate.
In other words, hope for the
best, vets, but don't count on it.

tac·k Of Help

Trouble For 305
Initiative 305, which would
put 19 year old drinking on the
ballot, may be in trouble, according to Rich Spaulding, if more
student help is not received
soon .
"Things aren't going good,"
Spaulding indicated. "We still
haven't gotten the support we
need, especially since 305
originates here. It is back to the
same olq thing, student apathy
and students not caring."
Of t he needed 118,000
signatures only 4960 have been
obtained, according to May 26
figures. "We have a long way to
go to get the rest of the
signatures ma iled by June
18th," Spaulding said.
"What we thought was if we
initiated 305 through colleges
and young people, we'd get it
done, but evidently people don't
give a damn ," Spa uld ing
declared.
• I
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Consumer Watch

by Sissy Garstad
Real World Staff Writer

"The old concept of, how
many are we gonna nail today,
typ of county health inspector
1 an· attitude of the past," said
Joe Polello.
cil Hayter, field supervi sor
and Joe Polello, investigator for
th Spokane County Health
District (SCHD), Environmental
Hea lth Division were inter·
viewed by the Easterner as they
conducted a routine SCHD inspection tou r in Cheney last
Thu rsday. The tour included
Safeway and Riba Brothers IGA
supermarket.
The SCHD works in cooperation with the Washington State
Department of Agriculture and
the Consumer Protection Agen cy. Fatty bacon and watered
down meat. as well as various
other food related, product complaints from the consumer are
accommodated by the SCHD.
Each market inspection in
Cheney began with an introduction and consultation with the
store man age r, and each
department supervisor. The

store is divided into produce,
groceries, meats, and bakery.
This makes it possible to Judge
each department on the basis of
its own merits," said Polello.
"The policeman type of in spector 1s out-dated," declared
Polello. " The objective of the
SCHD is to establish quality control, good public relations, con·
sumer protection, and to keep
them open," Polel o added.
The SCHD inspectors are
guided by a resolution manual

t

.

ALook At Groceries

adopted in May 1972. This
manual provides the rules and
regulations for the inspection,
and the establishments
engaged in the business of
meat, fi sh, game, poultry, and
meat food products in Spokane
county.
"If the market is doing well
we tell them,'' Polello said. "Or
if we see a problem that might
arise, such as chemicals being
stored next to food, we discuss
with management alternative
ways," he said.
The majority of food related,
consumer complaints are about
hamburger, (now officially called
ground beef)", Polello said .
"Some of the complaints are
legitimate, some are not," he
added.
For example, the shopper
buys ground beef, takes it home
and finds the inside is darker
than the outside. The shopper
believes fresh meat was put
around the outside of older
meat.
"Usually the case is simply a
matter of the texture of the
meat, which encourages the
center to darken; or it's a matter
of the display lights, which make
the color appear brighter in the
store than it actually is. "Most
stores sell so much ground beef
it would be too expensive a
procedure (surrounding old
meat with new) to follow ,"
Polello said.
When Polello was asked
about watered-down ground
beef he said , there is moisture
in everything and a certain
11

labeled ground beef. The fat
content was less than 30%.
When Polello was questioned
about the shopper that buys
bacon, takes it home and finds
mostly fat underneath the sample pieces, he explained most
bacon is shipped from out of
state and pre-packaged before
it arrives in the store.
Bacon is regulated by a
Washington Statute and in spected by the United States
Department of Agriculture
(USDA) before shipment to
Washington . Any consumer

.

complaints should be directed general sanitation is observed.
first to the store where it was The isles are scanned for floor
purchased, before contacting displays which are not allowed
the SCHD.
because of contamination and
To substantiate the shoppers the inability to clean underneath
complaint, the unused portion them. The shelves, freezers, and
should be returned to the store storage rooms are examined for
for examination.
violations of the regulations.
Also, some shoppers are con"We don't just come down
cerned about chickens being here and have coffee with these
"pumped -up " with water . guys", Polello said. "We have an
"Chickens are shipped from obligation to the people, we
different states and are fed protect the consumer by helping
differently, this causes some to business do a better job by
be fattier than others, creating noticing what they don't see,"
excess fat when cooked," he said.
Polello said. Any food that has
Field supervisor Hayter
been previously frozen must be explained, ''We have the power
labeled as such.
of closure If more than two or
During the tour a Crab, three major violations are found.
labeled pre-frozen and priced at A hearing by the director of the
$3.34 in the display case was Health Department is then
noticed by Polello to have an scheduled and the establishexcess amount of liquid in the ment must show cause why they
container. He asked the atten- should not be closed down. Then
dant to rewrap the package and concrete steps must be taken or
when the Crab was rewraped the license is suspended.
and returned to the display case
Hayter further commented,
the price was $2.61, a savings "under certain Instances we
of .73¢. Polello said the con- would rather have a voluntary
sumer has the same right to ask closure." "We try to work the esthat a package be rewraped.
tablishment and encourage
Besides checking the cuts of them to inspect their own place
meat for the USDA inspection before they run into problems,"
stamp, the label and price accor· .Hayter added.
ding to advertising is noted, as
Upon c;:ompletion of the inwell as the temperature control spection tour in Cheney Hayter
and stacking of the products.
reported, "the results of the
Throughout the store the tour were satisfactory."

Real World Study Ottered Students

EWSC, as a member of the
Northwest Inter-institutional
Council on studying abroad
offers programs of study in
England, F.rance and Japan for
sophomore students and above
in good standing.
The individual programs m
London , Avignon , and Kobe
offer Liberal Arts study in formal classroom work or independent study projects for upper
classmen.
Each program includes excursions to historical and cultural
sites where the locale becomes
a learning laboratory, when
students vis it theatres,
galleries, museums and other institutions to enrich their course
work in the Humanities and
Social Sciences.
Registration for all courses is
completed at Eastern before
overseas departure and
students are expected to enroll
for a minimum of ten semester
or fifteen quarter credits per
term.
While in Europe for the
Autumn 1975 quarter or the
complete '75-'76 school year,
students' living accom modations are provided in
percentage of fat, (according to private residences. The summer
the quality purchased , if it's six week program in Kobe Japan
labeled ground beef the fat con- provide s resi dence in the
tent is 30%, lean ground beef, multiple-bedded college dor23%, or extra lean ground beef, mitory rooms at the Canadian
16% fat ). " I'm not saying Academy.
The cost of the Japan
ground beef isn 't watered down,
but when we catch them they program, including transportation, is $1000. A comprehensive
have had it," Polello said.
During the tour a ground beef fee, not including transporta"test'' was made at IGA. The tion, 1s $1130 per quarter in
test was conducted on equip- London, and $1100 per quarter
ment in use by the SCHD, on a in Avignon.
Application for the Autumn
two ·nch patty from a package

1975 European terms is due by
June 1, 1975. Winter term
applications are due by Nov. 1,
1975 and Spring Quarter by
Jan. 1, 1976.
The Japanese program conducted by Professors David S.
Bell and Lynn Triplett, begins
June 24 , 1975. Those interested in this trip should contact Professor Bell as soon as

....And Real World
Writers Featured
In Workshop
The annual two-week Eastern
Washington State College
Summer Creative Writing
Workshop will be held from June
23 through July 3 this year and
will feature four widely
published authors.
John Keeble, codirector of
the EWSC program, is author of
the novels "Crab Canon" and
"Salt." James J. McAuley, the
other codirector, is the author of
four volumes of poems. Both
are regular members of the
EWSC staff.
One of the authors who will
be featured is John Williams,
author of "The Necessary Lie"
and "selected Poems" and
three novels including
"Augustus," joint winner of the
l 97j National Book Award.
Another is George Garrett,
author of over a dozen volumes
of short stores, poem s and
novels, and of the best -selling
"Death of the Fox."
These program? are open to
the public without charge.

possible.
Professor James P. Wallace
of Eastern's Political Science
Department, in conjunction with
John C. Coldewey, English
Department, University of
Washington, head the London
program. Dr. Wallace feels
students visiting London for the
first time may build a rewarding
cultural, social and educational
basis whkh can be used for
future study and perhaps return
trips to England.
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Real World Commentary

Evils Of The World Examined

, ne 011 tompanies are out for father of three.
citizehs for permission to apply making abilities, you're trying to
your minds and they're doing it
* **
stick it to us again."
for federal funds.
with a not so subtle advertising
Again, last weekend, the
It's a sad commentary on the
At least that's what 's on the
campaign.
state board of the Washington
times when the population has
Ex'xon, Shell, Standard, Atlan- Young Democrats called for the ballot.
What Spokanites are really to seek to make the determinatic Richfield, et al started chip- resignation of two of its state
tion on matters of finance
ping away at your resistance to party leaders in the legislature. showing is a vote of confidence because they cannot trust their
higher gas prices with ads Senate Majority Leader August or non-confidence in the Mayor elected officials to act in the
showing them spe·nding millions Mardesich and House Speaker and the City Council.
If the issue passes, Spokane people's best interest.
of dollars so you can put a Leonard Sawyer Were the target
But then again, it's the1ir own
residents, in effect are saying,
gallon of gas in your tank.
11
of the demand.
We do not trust your decision damn fault.
Who's kidding who? Sure, it
The Young Demo's claimed
cost them bucks to pump crude. both men "soiled the reputation
Sure, local pressure dictates of State government" by
they dean up their act as far as dwelling on special interest
the environment is concerned. legislation.
Sure, you don't find oil under
If that be the case, why stop
every rock. But they had these there? Both the Democrats and
problems before the "energy Republicans should join
crunch" and they spent money together and ask for the
for exploration, research, resignations of three-quarters
ecology and production before of the House and Senate.
the national energy hysteria.
>',c
You can bet for every time
Worried
about
grades? Don't.
you see one of these spots on
the box you can superimpose a The system is on your side.
Time was when there were
picture of the per-gallon price intoo
many students for the
creasing.
facilities. The came the great
** *
educational building boom.
Last Sunday, ABC's "Issues
Now we are at the point
and Answers" subject was the where we have too much
Equal Rights Amendment with facilities for students-forcing
Jill Ruckelshouse and Alan Alda administrators and instructors
as guests.
alike to do everything. possible
Alda was introduced as actor, (which includes lowering the
producer, director and chairman standards for passing courses)
of some group to promote the to keep people _in school and
ERA. Ruckelshouse was in- perpetuate their jobs.
troduced as Chairman of the
***
President's Committee on
Women's rights and the mother
Next Tuesday, Spokane
- -- ·of five.
residents will be going to the
The implication is a mother .of polls ostensibfy to determine
five is more important than a whether the city should ask the

**
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A lot of press has been given
to mal-practice insurance in recent months. The single-minded
individuals who attack rising
costs are now blaming the hundred dollar a day stays on the
fact hospitals and doctors are
paying fi ve times as much for
mal-practice as they did ten
years ago.
Few of them ever address
themselves to another major
cost factor in the final bill. The
cost of the equipment and the
margin of profit involved with
the sundry items and equipment
hospitals and doctors have to
purchase in order to provide the
service.
The villian in our little tale is
the medical supplies distributor.
He buys items at a price and
then inflates the purchase price
1~11nm11nn11nnm1111H1NHRllllllfllMltllllHHIIIIIHIHHtllllliNIU...1Rffl11tmnnn,mug
by the medico, in many cases,
by a hundred per cent.
For a box of six inch elastic
bandages for example, he pays
$7.99. He sells that same box of
=
= bandages for $14.79, or 185%
@ • CHECKING
• LOANS
• SAVINGS
§ of his original purchase price.
pays $3.72
- andTheturnsdistributor
around and sells rectal thermometers for $8.52.
Hopefully this item is con·
sidered durable and is seldom
lost.
.i i................................................................................................~
Hospitals claim their mark-up
is minimal. " We used to give
most of t he materials away as
part of the da ily hospital
charges," said one hospital official, "until we discovered the
cost of handling was so great
we had to start charging," he
said.
,
Anothe r hospital cl ai ms
expendable suppl ies are
marked-up only about ten per
cent to cover handling.
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A Look At The
Overloaded Cost
Of Supplies
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Looking for a Summer Job?

. Try the ROTC Special Six-week

Basic Summer Camp at Ft. Knox, Kentucky.
'

.

Camp Schedule:
30 May- 10 July; 20 June- 31 July; 18 July- 28 August

Women may attend the 20 June- 31 July cycle on ly.
Would you believe NO MILITARY OBLIGATION IS INCURRED

Contact Army ROTC 359-2388

Ban On ex
STANFIELD, Ore. - (EARTH
NEWS)- The cats and dogs and
horses and cattle in and around
this fa rming community are
going to have to stop doing 1t in
public. The Stanfield City Council last week voted a ban against
all sex acts between animals 1n
the public view. The ban is a par
of a genera l nutsance ordinance
passed by the council. The ordinance provides that he owner
of any animal caugh't making ,t
in public will be liable for not
less than a $1 5 fine and/or twoto· 25 days in the county 1a1I.
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Strange History Of S&AFC Cont'd
Bruce Ellis, a 1971 legislator
and a member of the Finance
Committee, reached by
telephone in Pullman, said the
Committee was originally
designed "to be a more effective way of saying no. It was a
vehicle for us (AS legislature) to
make the departments stick to
their original requests." He
added the committee was to
serve as a buffer for the
legislature from having to be
confronted by "departmental
lobbyists.'·
In its recommendations, acrding to a June 2, 1971
memo, the Ad Hoc Committee
outlin d what would be the om mittee' powers:
- Of the $11 then available
for allocation, seven would go tp
student we~fare service and
the remaining four dollar to
departmentally-related budgets.
- The committee wa to
work on the budgetary allotment for the depart.mentallyrela ted a tivities "concerning
both the four dollars and the
Service and Activities Fee." By
1973, when more funds were
made available, thi provision
enabled the committee to allot
$6.8 to A Budget (formerly
Student Service and Welfare
Fund ) and $6.10 for departmentally-related budget .
Prior to thi t ime, the
legislature had been in a position to recommend who would
get what.
Allen said the purpose of this
wa to give student government
an air of authority and further
"even when the legislatures had
greater recomm endat ion
authori ty the final decision
rested with the President and
the Board."
He also said there was no intention on the part o student
government leaders to "transfer
all budgetary authority to the
administration."
The Ad -Hoc Committee 's
provision listed nothing about
legislatures revi-ewing and
having the ability to veto the
committee's recommendations.
Allen says there were no
provision s written a the time
because a feud was raging
within the ranks of student
government. By the time the
student leaders had decided it
was pruden t to do so, he
explained, Shuck distributed a
memo dated June 28, 1971, 26
days after the Ad Hoc Committee's recommendations were
drawn up, and two days after
the BOT acted on them.
The ead paragraph reported
the BOT's approval of the committee " o revie and recommend the al ocation of the income from the Services and Ac·
tiv1ties Fees col ected from
students as part of the total
Col ege revenue. n all cases,
t e actions of t e Committee
will be in the orm of recommen·
ations o the President for
revie
with t
Board of
Trus ees."
Al en after hearing t e
memo read o er t
e ephon ,
conceded Shuck's memo beat
student leaders to th dra and
tha t be cau
t h st ud ent
eg1slature wa s excluded from
the par~gr~p as havm veto

power over SAFC's recommendations, the decree "made it
forever."
Asked his position on
whether the AS legislature
should be allowed to exercise
such veto power, Shuck said in a
recent interview, "The ultimate
budget responsibility rests with
the Board. They've delegated
me the responsibility to bring to
them recommendations free of
restrictions.''
In a similar vein, the College
President reiterated a veiW
expressed in the June 28, 1971
memo about student monies
being equated with College
moni s.
" I think it an be very sucinctly put," Shuck said after
explaining the three different
ource f revenues realiz~d by
the colleg 111 the form of state
op rational funds, tuition, and
"the ervices and Activities
Fees (which are designated under state statute) are part of
the total College revenue and
w must use them in order to
be t meet our commitments."
hu k isn't the only state of ti ,al to feel thi way. An Assistant Attorney General for the
tate of Washington, on May
27, 197 4, in response to a
request for a legal opinion on
the
AFC matter by The
Ev rgreen State College ,
declared:
" ... the students have absolutely no control over the S&A
fund . Nor does the S&A board
have control over the ... funds
unless some authority or
responsibility" is so delegated
by a board of trustees.
1973, A Year Of Reckoning
In the early summer of 1973,
at the June meeting of the
EWSC BOT, the SAFC's budget
recommendations for the 197374 school yea r were rejected
and sent back to the Committee
for reconsideration.
In the Committee's July 6,
1973 minutes, Fred S. Johns,
V1ce-Presiden of Business and
Management. reported "certain
members of the board desired
to see the amount budgeted for
men's and women's athletics at
a figure no less than the 197273 budgets" of 76,900.
The three student members
on the committee , Carol
Worthington-then AS President, Tom Rantz, and John Glen,
refused to budge from the committee's original position, while
the three administrators, Daryle
Hagg,e, Vice-President of Stu-

dent Services, Phillip Marshall,
Vice-President of Academic Affairs, and Johns voted in favor
of upping the recommended
athletic budgets a total of $6,700, according to the minutes.
With the Committee's impasse, President Shuck was
placed in a position to make a
final decision.
Shuck's verdict was delivered
in a recommendations memo to
the BOT dated July 24, 1973
but not acted upon until 'the
August. 1973 meeting. Among
the recommendations offered
by Shuck was a proposal, sought
by the board, of funding
athletics at the 1972-197 3
level.
Also included was two other
proposals which to date have
re~eived l'ittle publicity. '
The first, and most.important,
was his recommendation, subsequently accepted by the
Board, to establish ·an institutional policy whereby:
"The Men's athletic program
will be maintained at approximately the present level
until such time as specific in·
stitutional decisions to change
the program are made on the
basis of consultation with all
constituents of the College community. The (ten-member 11allcollege") Athletic Council will
review and make recommen·
dations to the administration
and to the Board of Trustees
upon major program or policy
proposals."
Shuck's reasoning, as out·
lined in the memo and articulated again during a recent
interview, was based on the
following observations.
Since EWSC men's intercollegiate athletics belong to
the Evergreen Conference and
in accordance with the "principles" of the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics
(NIAA ) it's considered an
" educatlonal program " that
"constitutes a program commitment by the College which
requires continuity of support
and management."
The funding stipulation
should be adopted, said Shuck's
memo, because, "in addition to
providing the necessary
experience for majors in
physical education" intercollegiate athletics at EWSC
" constitutes a recreational,
socia l, and general coUegecommunity activity which, as of
this time , has not been
replaced " by any similar activity.
He conceded the chief finan-
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ull time mec anic on duty
Ba erie , oil, al mechanical

oi don .

dal source for funding athletics the board, committed the
here was Student Service and College to begin planning
Activities Fee monies. This, he "immediately on a short and
said, was in "accord with a long range basis" for Women's
deliberate policy of avoiding the athletics to be "an ihtegtal part
commercialism" and exploita- of the total college athletic
tion of athletics with Its program."
dependence upon gate receipts
The recommendation: Which
"characteristic of 'big time' provided $8,200 for the
athletics."
women's program, appears to
When reached for comment be a response to Title 9 of the
by the Easterner on his board- Eduoational Amendment Act of
approved recommendations, Dr. 1972 Which, in essence, calls for
Shuck said the stipulation con- equal opportunity in all aspects
cerning funding athletics at its of higher education, including in1972-73 level for the following tercollegiate sports.
year at $68,700 applied only for
Since the 1973 board
the year in question and did not meeting, the recommended
imply the recommendation was allocations by the SAFC for
permanent.
women's athletics have InHe then referred to what he creased appreciably. For the
called "the second part" of the 1974-75 school year SAFC
recommendation pertaining to recommended and the BOT apthe College Athletic Council's proved an allocation of $26,recommendations and review 788 . This sprlng's SAFC's
powers regarding "major recommendation for women's
program or policy proposals" to sports, yet to be approved by
the administration and BOT.
the BOT, totals $32,000.
Its purpose, he said, '1Was to
In the same period, men's instate the provision if we change tercollegiate athletics has
the (athletics) program, it would received $701500, and for next
be because of examihation" on year is recommended by SAFC
ar'I Administrative level by the to receive $80,000.
Council and Shuck's office, and
not due solely to a funding cut··
back recommendation by SAFC.
Such an administrative decision which Shuck was referring
to occurred in 1971 when the
college was in the throes of
financial hard times. In April 26,
1971, the Athletic Council, acREFRIGERATOR RENT AL
cording to its minutes, passed ~
•
''hypothetical" priority list of
AnENTION SUMMER and
NEXT YEAR STUDENTS:
sports which would be
eliminated from the athletic
SIMPARK ' is looking for a
budget if it were cutback
few level-headed and well
totalling approximately $15organized Good People to
20,000.
help with the campus rental
Golf, tennis, and swimming
program. It could mean as
were to be the first sports to go,
much as V2 to full Tuition for
your efforts . Write
with gymnastics, cross-country,
now...about yourself and your
and wrestling next in line for
plans...to
elimination.
SIMPARK
When the list was submitted
P. 0. Box 871
to Shuck for review, he said he
Omak, Wash. 98841
rejected the hypothetical
amendments because of his
Also, SIMPARK is looking for
desire to maintain "a well
refrigerators that have been
rounded " and diverse athletic
lost or stolen from her. Finanprogram.
cial rewards will be given for
information (kept in conThat year Men's Intert idence) leading to the
collegiate Athletics received
retrieving
of
such
$83,001 from SAFC.
refrigerators. Write Box
The
second
Shuck
1200 PUB.
recqmmendation, amended by
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Co-Respondents

Historical Approach Used
By Judy Gibson
News Writer
" I am a human being who
happ n to be a wornan," was
mon
the statements by
worn n of hi story made during
tl1 p rformanc of the CoRe pond nts la st week for
W 111 n's Week.
rhe pre ntat,on, Give 'Em
An Inch, concern d women and
equa lity with an h1 torica l approach- "today '
argum nts
h ard a
ho
from v r a
n ur of ontrov r y r latin
t ·w in n' rol '."
· fh
Co -Respondents. a
prof ·1011 I r d r th tr
group hav app ar d at a t rn
b f r . Th ,r p rform n
this
y ar hav b n 111 I v n tat
111 lud1n
II
, NOW
wom n'
nt r , AAUW, Army
ba
, librari , pri on , plann d
parenthood a oc 1at 1011 .
W A' and orporat1on .
Actre
Patri ,a Bran h
Lar on and Sand ra L wi Ni b t
omb,n d with vocali t-gu,tari t
Deni e Livingston of er th r
programs on their tour .
Two of the songs in Give 'Em
An Inch we re written by Denis
Livingston. They are We're Alive
and One Sex. The other ong
wa adapted rom the su ffrage
period to the tune of Oh Dear,
What Can the Matter Be?
Ores ed in long laced gown
the three proJected the image o
feminine women from the
periods of the 17th through
20th centuries.
One of the reading written in
the 17th centur , The Two Pots
from t he Fables of Lafontaine,
wa s about two pots, one made
of iron and the other of clay. The
iron po promrsed to protect the
clay pot, so they set ou on a
Journey ogethe r. As they
walked th pots hi against ea ch
o her, and the clay po was
crushed to pieces. The moral
was " equals make the bes
friend s."
The first Women 's Rights
Convention in 1848 presented
he "Seneaca Fall s Declara ,on
of Sen 1men s." Part of the sentiment w re, "Don' place a
woman 1n a os1tron to be
prot cted. place her in a pos11on to protec hersel f."
An ti-Su frage s atemen s of
th 1800 s were also covered in
h r adings. Statements were
" Women ar abov pol1t1cal cone rns." " W1fehood rs the crowning glory." and " Women voting
rs ant1-B1bl1cal."
The Co-Respondents, while
rn troducr ng some very rea l
prob lem s of women , als o
brough to lrght the ridiculou s
concerns tha t degraded women
of history.
One sue concern was the
opposrtron of allowrng women to
tra vel o railway t rain s. The two
actresses played two women on
a tra1 talking and said, "Riding
on arns ,s no ou r natural righ .
Af er all here rs no pain
reached by t arn ha canno be
reached by f oo ."
ro a ed1 anal pnn ed in
1848 , wa s wri en " A mother
rs ex o God all powerful.
ere a e Belles, Virgin and
Mo e s, no women."
W tie giving an 1ns1gh tn o

the history ot women the CoRespondents showed the long
struggle women have had in a
male domineering world . Most
of the readings were relevant
for some of today's thinking
about women. The image of
man was projected as "looking
out for wive s or looking for
wive ."
Throughout the history of
wom n there wa s one law for
m n and one law for women.
ne of th stat ments, "Wh en a

doe wants to run far and fast,
she is not 'unfeminine,' she is
not 'making a buck of herself',"
shows the way animals are on
an equal basis regardless of sex.
The Co-Respondents captured the audience by making
them laugh at the degradation
of women, but at the same time
feel the strain of that put down.
Their performance wa s
professional and never once
slowed in pace or lacked
relevance.

I

Ensemble Review

Exceptional Entertainment
· by Kevin Kennedy
eptional mu ica l ntert inm nt w
th happ nin ·
la t Monday May 1 , a Loui
II on alon wi th th
W C
rform d in
J zz n rnbl
f a full hou e in th
nc Union Building.
II on, renown d a a band
d r might be b tt r known to
ma ny a th
int rmittent
drurnm r on Johnny Car on'
Ton, ht how.
The first half of th program
f atured Ea t rn' own En mbl play1n four le t,on whrch
111 lud d D W bb' ver ion of
MacArthur Park and Roy
Br wn' Neverbird .
Th
econd portion
potl1gh ed B II on on drum
wrth th En emble playing ome
o
he mater· own om po 1t1on .
Both Bell on and the ensemble played extremely we ll
together which see med even
more amazing with the fact only
one re hear ing session had
been held .
A very respondent crowd saw
Bell on start out with one of his
own numbers entitled This Way
Please , which also featured
some othe r excellent solos.
Performers o the en emble
which should be noted include
Doug Duncan on trumpet, Mark
Avery on alto sax. Je f Davies on

uass and Jim Shcaar on tenor
ax.
Mark Iv tor who had the distinction of playing drum s in duo
with B II on also did a
r rnarkabl job.
Th program 's llighlight had
to be another Bellson composi tion , Louis Rides Again . In this
parti ula r selection Bellson
rattled off a solo, which to the
nthus,asrn of many lasted
about twelv minutes.
Jim Alb ert who directs
Ea t m's Ja zz Ensemble and
ondu t d the concert was very
plea ed with the entire performan e. Albe rt said poise from
the part of the Ensem ble and a
tremendo us acceptance of
8 II on ontributed to the very
c II nt progra m.
B II on left Eastern to do
om recording in California and
th En emble rs slated to do
several more pe rformances
before the year's end.

ANTI-SUFFRAGE STATEMENTS of the 1880's were covered in the readings .
Stofemenfs were "women ore above political concerns, " "Wifehood is the crowning glory ," and '' Womer, voting is anti-Biblical. " (PHOTO: Don McIntyre)

Readers Theatre

"A Loss Of......."

There are as many variations
of Reader's Theatre as there are
imaginative people. A group of
Eastern students directed by
Dennis Ashley, did indeed use
imagination as they presented
"A Loss Of . .. " last week.
Reader's Theater, loosely
defined, is a medium of theater
where a minimum of action is
used, and emphasis of the script
is translated and interpreted
through the voices of the

Luau

A Rating Of Seven Given
By Chuck St. John
News Writer
" Welcome to the Wonderful
World of Aloha " greeted my
eyes as I walked into the Ho
Aloha O Hawaiian Lua u and

1

DANCERS at the Hawaiian Luau added a touch of "the wonderful world of
Aloha'' during Saturday's feast. The Luau was held in the PUB multi·
purpose room and was sold out well in advance. (PHOTO: Kevin Taylor)

1-'ageant Saturday night in the
PUB.
Since I was one of the first
people to be served I amused
myself by watching a couple
hundred other people stand in
line to be served. After almost
everyone had been served
Kawai Cockett and the Kukui
Serenaders entertained us with
Hawaiian songs.
The luau it self was enjoyable,
especially since I hadn't eaten
yet. Our taste buds were tan ta lized with roast pig, chicken
with long rice , poi, fruit salad,
fruit punch and a salted salmon
cup not unlike shrimp cocktail.
The ta ble service was the
very latest in modern China, i.e.
pa p e r p I at e s .w i t h p Ia st i c
silverware and styrofoam cups.
The pageant opened with the
presentation of the royal court
made up of representatives
from the different islands of
Hawaii.
The remainder consisted of
about 13 Hawaiian dances
based on different subjects. Ala
Moana Annie, a dance about an
aging member of the oldest
profession , was one of the few
humorous dances.
The Te Manu, consisting of
three females twirling floresent balls on the end of about
three feet of cord, was very rmpr ss1ve when the lights were
turned off.

players, or readers.
Ashley's group started the
perfor ma nce with a trite
opening that didn't fit the rest of
the show at all. From there, the
readers gave selections from
fou r sources: Diaries of Adam
and Eve by Mark Twain; The
Body of An American by John
Don Passos; N. Richard Nash's
The Rainmaker ; and Star
Spangled Girl written by Neil
Simon.
The theme that tied these
pieces together, of course, was
the loss of something by people,
usually to have them gain
something else.
11
Diaries . . . " , Twain's
humorous account of what the
first man and woman might
have written about each other,
was done very well by three
couples, each taking parts of the
"writings", Denny Ashley, Tom
Armitage, and Bob Olson were
the Adams; while Karen Clark,
Judy Colwell, and Janet Ray
took turns with the role of Eve.
The material represented by this
selection is very relevant, pointing out the dependancy that
man and woman must have on
each othe r.
Next , the players used
accents and characterizations
to present Passos's story, which
speculates how the Unknown
Soldier might have been chosen.
Some very good ideas were
represented here, as the futility
and facade of war in general
was once again brought out.
N. Richard Nash's The Rain·
maker is a skillfully constructed
li terary mirror that peers
th(ough the walls people build
between themselves. Ashley
and Clark were Lizzie and Starbuck, a midwestern , young
woman and a con man, eacM
with something to gain in each
other.
It i s hoped that mo re
Reader's Thea ter will appear on
as t ern's
ampus as· im aginative and energetic as "A

Los Of . . ."
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In My Opinion: _
Beer On Campuses?
Last week, the state
legislature passed a bill against
having any taverns or pubs on
state college campuses. How do
you feel about this?

people on campus. It would oe
relaxing after class to have a
few beers.

Junior- Industrial Technician
I don't like it (the legislation).
I'd like to see a tavern in the
PUB. It would be more convenient to buy my beer in the
PUB , t han to go down to
someplace like Safeway.

Chris Balkan

Gary Horton
Junior-Applied Psychology
It doesn't really make any
difference to me. If they had the
Empire State Building here it
wouldn't make any difference to
me.

Kathy Kirkarski
Sophomore-French
I think it's a bad idea (the
FA
011
bill).
If there were a tavern here
Sophomore - Business Adon campus, we wouldn't have all
ministration
We must have this legislation the students going to state-line.
appealed. Students must take There would be more to do in
Cheney.
some action to oppose this.

r,::------------------------·
Crime Check
!
1

Fires Cause Damage
$500 damage was caused by
a fire in the fifth floor lounge of
Streeter Hall May 20. According
to the report two drapes were
destroyed and extensive
damage was done to the ceiling
and rug of the lounge.
The fire was extinquished by
members of the floor so the fire
department was not summoned.
The report also stated the
dorm directoress, Mary Ewert,
checked the floor about ten
minutes before the fire and
found everything quiet.

* *
:>',c

Mary Schiffner
Frosh-Undeclared
I don't think anything is
wrong with having a tavern in
the PUB. It would keep a lot of

Campus Safety investigated
a reported fire on the third floor
of Dressler Hall May 22. Instead
of finding a fire a coffee can full
of peanut shells and wood

SAVE
aver 2811/a
ON LABOR
Present your student ID card to one of our service advisors, before work is begun on your
'Volkswagen and receive a $10.00 per hour labor
rate. 0\'er 28% less than our regular $14.00 per
hour rate.

J:his Supercedes All Other
Discount Programs
Terms: Cash or Bankcard only

Valley Volkswagen
E. 10000 Sprague
924-6900

shavings was found smoldering
behind the door of the stairwell.
According to the report no
damage was done and no
wit, esses could be found.
The investigation is continuing on a gas siphoning
episode that happened May 25,
at 4:00 a.m. on 10th and
Oakland Streets.
According to the report the
verbal statements of the people
involved conflict with their
written statements.
A door was broken down in
Pearce Hall resulting in $250
damage to the door and a
drawer in the room.
According to the report Jeffrey Nelson, occupant of the
room, returned to his room to
find the door broken and one
drawer overturned on the floor.

Summer
Eastern Washington
State College summer session will start June 23 this
year and the regular eight·
week session will end Aug.
15, Dr, Joseph W. Chatburn,
dean of continuing education and director of the
EWSC summer session,
said.
There will be a one-week
presession June 16-20, and
in some instances the eight·
week period will be divided
into four-week intensive
sessions in certain fields.
More
than
125
workshops in 25 fields,
ranging from one to six
weeks, are also scheduled
and evening classes in
Spokane and at EWSC will
also be held during the
summer, Dr. Chatburn said.
Deadline for advance
registration by mail is
Thursday (May 29). Later
mail registration will be
accepted until June 19, but
students using this later
registration or who register
on the first day of classes,
or of intensive courses or
workshops, will be admitted
only if space is available, he
said.
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Sarah Chandler
Senior- English
I don't see any reasons why
there shouldn 't be any taverns
on campus. By the time people
reach co llege they know
whethe r they want to drink or
study. By the time you're eighteen you should know your own
mind and your limits. Most people can make up their mind
whethe r they're in college to
study or to booze.

Bettina Austin
Senior-Social Work
I think it would be hip to have
a restaurant and tavern in he
PUB, I don't see what harm it
can do. They (in Olympia) are
being prejudiced against he
situation.
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Tracksters Place 15th in NAIA
By Jim Waaoner

Sports Editor
Track Coach Jerry Martin and
seven Eagle athletes journeyed
to Arkadelphia, Arkansas last
weekend and packed home a
trophy recognizing EWSC as the
15th best NAIA track and field
squad in the nation.
The impressive showing
marks the second consecutive
year Martin has directed an
Eastern track contingent into
national ranking. Last spring the
Screamin' Eagles finished 10th
at the national meet.
Tom Badgley, Greg Mitchell
and Ron Soliday all placed high
in the final competition and Rich
Dahl, Terry Bailie, Scott Thompson and Kim Sobotta, although
not placing, turned in outstanding efforts.
Because of financial difficulties, Martin was forced to
breaking stuff for three runs in enter only these seven athletes
By Jim Waggoner
.their half of the third. Dale at the meet though a few other
Sports Editor
Karst Brandsma clouted a Birchler opened the rally with an Eagles had qualified.
two-run homer in the second in- infield single and slugger Steve
Badgley, a junior from
ning to highlight Beaver's Pen Cassidy belted a homer to left, Yakima, threw the speer 224-6
impressive 15-3 rout over Fran- narrowing the count at 8-2.
for third place in the javelin,
Beaver's Pen continued their Greg Mithcell, who broke the
co's Army Monday night in the
men's intramural championship relentless power hitting in the school's high jump record earlier
fourth by tallying five runs on this spring, cleared the bar at 6softball game.
Brandsma drilled a O-and-1 the strength of four hits.
9 for fifth place honors; and
Al Bushnell doubled to right Soliday skied 15-4 to take third
pitch up the power alley in left,
scoring team captain Joe Ortolf and Steve Farrington drilled a in the pole vault.
who had doubled to open the frozen rope up the middle. OrThe winning high-jump was 6frame. The blast lifted the newly cutt pushed an awesome 11 and Mitchell cleared this
crowned champions out to a 3-0 sacrifice fly to deep left scoring height while "warming up", Mara run and Ortolf stroked a first tin said. But during the actual
lead.
Randy Willis followed with a pitch into left for a 10-2 lead. competition he "caught it (bar)
bloop double down the left-field
Orcutt, the league's premier with the back of his legs," the
line and Mark Seil collected a pitcher, set the opposition down veterans mentor added.
run batted in with a sharp single in order in the fifth to preserve
Bailie was apparently .the victo left.
the run -away victory. Orcutt, tim of being thr~s.t ,oto an
Beaver's Pen settled the who ~tatre~ on Eas'tern·s . foot-' extremely fast 440~ya~d, dash
1
issue once and.for all in the third ball .squad last fall, .yielded only heat and although ·he entered
inning· ~s they ·flexed their 10 hits in going the distance.
Eastern's record books with a
muscles and exploded for four
The championship tilt was 48. l clocking, he failed to adruns and a 8-0 margin. Doug Or- scheduled to go seven innings vance beyond the preliminaries.
cutt started things with a base but was stopped after five
Thompson, a senior discus
on balls and the Franco's Army because of the ten-run rule.
thrower from Seattle, scratched
hurler also issued Ortolf a free
Franco's Army upended Little on his la~t attempt, which
pass.
Deuce Coupe 15-14 to earn the carried 163-0 and did not place.
John Daniels was safe on an right to challenge the champs. According to Martin, Thomperror to load the bases and They would have had to knock son's final effort would have
Brandsma connected on a 1- off Beaver's Pen twice to lay earned additional Eastern
and-1 delivery and drove it into claim to the crown.
points.
left for yet another RBI. Willis
Monday's action climaxed a
then strode to the plate, took double-elimination tournament
the first pitch for a strike call, which began last week.
and pounced on the next Beaver's Pen .. ......... 134 52-15 17 0
Bernie Hite, Eastern's threeFranco's· Army .. .......... . 003 00-3 8 3
delivery and powered it deep Hits:
year
basketball star, has inked a
Beaver's Pen-Willis 3, Dean 2, Seil 2,
into the right-center alley for a Bushnell 2, Farrinaton, Ortolf 2, Daniels, professional volleyball contract
Brandsma 3.
homer and three RBl's.
with an El Paso, Texas organizaFranoc's Army-Birchler, Cassidy, Harris 3,
Franco's Army finally broke Floyd, Uphas, Waetje, Franco, Colwell.
tion in a new five-team league.
Homers: Cassidy, Brandsma. Basset. Willis.
through ace hurler Orcutt's
Hite, who was a member of
the U.S. Olympic development
volleyball camp last year, will
now have no chance to compete
in the 1976 games.
Eastern's head basketball
coach Jerry Krause said teams
in the new pro volleyball league
will be coed and must floor a
minimum of two women players
at all times.
Hite was drafted by El Paso,
. Krause said, and was signed
after a tryout.
Other teams in the circuit are
~os Angeles, Santa Barbara,
Anaheim and San Diego. The
league season will run from May
30 to August 3.
Smitty Duke, a member of
the U.S. volleyball team in the
last two Olympics and an allworld team member, is coach of
the El Paso outfit.
Assistant is Mary Peppler,
winner of the recent women's
KARST BRANDSMA LED BEAVERS PEN to the 1975 Intramural softball Superstar competition on
crown last Monday by clouting a two-run homer and driving in a total of five national television and a threeruns. Brandsma was an All-Evergreen Conference quarterback last fall for ye a r member of the U.S.
i:iational .volleyball squad.
the Screamin' Eagles football team. (Photo: Jim Waggoner)

Beavers Pen Wins Title

Hite Goes Pro

HIGH-JUMPER GREG MITCHELL cleared the bar at 6·9 last wHkend .in
Arkadelphia, Arkansas to finish third in the nation. (Photo: Jim Wagoner)

In a "hotly contested event,"
Sobotta ran the grueling
steeplechase event in a 9:25.0
clocking, placing eighth in his
heat.
The most heart-breaking occurrence for Eastern was the
"bad luck of the draw" which
start hurdler Rich Dahl encountered . Dahl, a two-time
Evergreen Conference champion and a school record holder, ·
clocked 14.4 in the 120-yard
high hurdles, but finished just
sixth in his super-quick heat.
In the semifinals, Dahl, who
hails from Spokane, was
situated in the same heat with
Charles Foster, one of the finest
hurdlers in the nation. Foster is
considered a superb contender
for Olympic competition.
"They were all tied going over
the last hurdle," Martin

explained, "But Rich caught his
foot on the hurdle," resulting in
his sixth place finish.
"If it wasn't for the bad luck I
think he would have had a good
opportunity to place," Martin
added.
Southeastern Louisiana won
the team title by accumulating
68 points and Eas~rn New
Mexico was second with 34
while Howard Payne, Texas
placed third, two points ahead
of Jackson State, Mississippi's
32 points.
Eastern· won the Evergreen
Conference crown for the second consecutive year three
weeks ago and two weeks ago
the Screamin' Eagles claimed
the NAIA District I title in a
meet held at Spokane Community College.

Golf Pro Offers lips
(M.F. "Curley" Hueston is 80
years old and resides in
Spokane. He was a long time
golf pro in Seattle and also at
Spokane's Indian Canyon Golf
Course. He now gives lessons at
various golf courses in the
area.)
By M. F. Hueston
When I first started to teach
golf, over 50 years ago, no one
ever started to play without first
taking lessons, but today there
are so many playing and so few
good golfers that anyone who
can take the right end of the
club in his hand thinks he can
show someone else how to play.
95 per cent of your beginners
don't grip the club right, Tommy
Armour once said. He has seen
a lot of lousy golf swings among
people that played good golf,
but he never saw a good golfer
with a bad grip.
A good grip to start with feels
so unnatural that if you are not
shown the proper method by a
golf pro you will use some other
grip and I don't care how you
grip the club initially, you can hit
a ball once in a while. If you play
enough or practice a little you
will be able to break 100. Most
golfers think that is good.
TwG half-hit shots will put a
golfer on a par 4 hole down
where he can reach the green in
three and if he plays a lot or
practices at all he can get down
to an 8-10 handicap, that is if he
has any coordination at all.
But that is as good as he will

ever get. He makes too many
mistakes in his swing. He will
get lucky once in a while and
score better, but he will think he
has it. The next day he will
wonder if he will ever get it.
I have heard this statement a
lot of times. "I was all right until
I took a lesson." They didn't
have a swing to start with, and
when you make any change in
your swing you have to practice
it, not go right out and put in in
play.
There are three things to
learn to be a good golfer:
1, Hit the ball in the center of
the club (Sweet Spot.) That is
why all the golf companies are
enlarging the sweet spot.
2, Keep the ball straight by
timing the club face throughout
the ball. Leave your head still,
don't hold it still. Every distance
and club has a different timing
for accuracy. That is why a lot of
golfers drive with a three wood.
The more loft the greater the
control.
3, When direction and distance meet you have a hole-inone ·and no one can help you in
judging distance. Practice is the
only way to get it. Just
remember, there is no one who
has a perfect swing, stroke yes. ·
The only thing I ever did in my_
life that reminds me of golf is fly
fishing in a stream.
Just as soon as you put your
oars down, back you go. In golf
just as soon as you quit practicing or playing, back you go.
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Woman AD Speaks at WCS Banquet
By Jim Waggoner
Sports Editor

Kathy Clark, athletic director
at the University of Idaho, addressed Eastern's 1974-75
women letterwinners last
Thursday night saying, "This is a
time when you can be what you
want to be-from a girl on a little league baseball team to a
woman manager ·in the major
leagues."
Emf)hasizing the large strides
women have taken in the world
of sports, Clark added, "But
don't make the choice for the
wrong reasons. Do it because
it's right for you."
Clark was the guest speaker
at Eastern's annual Women's
Collegiate Sports banquet which
featured the award ceremonies
for the fall, winter and spring
women's sports; election of new
off ice rs to the .Women's
Collegiate Sports Council;
special awards; and the fouryear awards.
. "We need to re-evaluate
what it means to win," Clark
said. "There's no disgrace when
you lose if you have done your
best. If you win by trying; win by
doing better than the time
before; win by fulfilling your personal or team goals, you will
never find yourself being a
loser," she said.
Natural ability, dedication,
commitment and personal integrity were the "four tools"
Clark stressed in defining the
purpose of women's athletics
today.
"Commitment: Saying you'll
do it and actually doing it are
two di.fferent things," Clark
pointed out. "And personal integrity is being honest with
yourself."
She cempared an athletic
team to a flower garden. Just as
a garden is made up of a variety
of flowers, a team likewise is
composed of a variety of
different individuals, Clark said.
"The phrase 'it takes all
kinds' is very true in the athletic
world," Clark explained. "By
working together we need to

Weed Laws Refined
SPRINGFIELD, 111.-(EARTH
NEWS)- What may become the
most liberal marijuana law in the
nation has been introduced in
the Illinois state legislature. The
bill, introduced by state Rep.
Leland Rayson, would rem0ve
all criminal penalties for
smoking pot in private, and
would make public smoking of
marijuana a misdemeanor.
However, selling marijuana
would remain a felony.
Rayson says he introduced
the bill to ease the caseloads on
the courts. He says marijuana is
a victimle·ss crime which should
not be prosecuted. Rayson also
notes that the bill does not
legalize marijuana, but mer~ly
"decriminalizes" its use.
Rayson says that he's never
smoked pot because he can't
stand the smell of it, but he says
he ean't see why young people
should go to jail tor it. The
Illinois State Bar Association,
which drafted the bill, is actively
endorsing it, and observers say
the bill stands an excellent
chance of passage.

create a balanced environment.
One of our goals is to help each
individual develop or find their
optimum potential physically,
socially and emotienally."
Fotlowing Clark's speech
each coach gave a short talk
and presented the athletes with
a team picture of their respective sports.
Volleyball Coach Beth Parsons announced that Sylvia
Udell had been selected as
Most Inspirational Player for the
season. Karol Widener and Debbie Lewis were given four-year
awards.
Calling this year's volleyball
crew a "young group", Parsons
said, They learned what it
means to win and lose; both
er:ids."
Basketball Coach Virginia
Asan presented the lone fouryear basketball award to Cheryl
Schoesler and, once again, Udell
was tabbed as Most
Inspirational.
Janet Jensen, who was the
single Orchesis four-year award
winner, said, "We had a perfect
record; we didn't win any and we
11

didn't lose any. It was a fantastic year."
Saying it was "a special
year," Jenson, on behalf of the
Orchesis contingent, gave
special praise to instructer Edith
Bucklin. "Edith woul0 always
say: Practice one more time,
with feeling."
Gymnastics Coach Maxine
Davis presented her squad with
their awards as did tennis Coach
Kathy McCulloch and swim
Coach Beth Banger.
· Tris Ellis and Pam Brown
were the recipients of the gymnastics Most Inspirational
awards and Karen Dahl, tennis,
and Bennie Sherar, swimming,
won similar honors.
Parsor:1s presented Mary
McDowell with a four-year track
award and Linda Partlow the
Most Inspirational.
At the end of the banquet the
new Women's Collegiate Sports
Council members were announced, They are Sylvia Udell,
Pam .Brown, Barb Wilkerson,
Cheryl Schoesler, Judy Jahn and
Carol Ringen.

KATHY CLARK, athletic director at the University of Idaho, was the guest
speaker at last Friday's Women's Collegiate Sports banquet at the campus
dining hall. This is Clark's first year as athletic director at the Moscow campus. (Photo: Jim Waggoner)

Netters 4th in Northwest
By Dave Stocker
Sports Writer

Playing against some of the
toughest competition of the
year, the Screamin' Eagle tennis
team finished a strong fourth in
Northwest District action last
weekend.
Drawing some of the best
players in the NAIA District l,
the Eagle netters ran aground
early·, and finished behind Whit~
man, Pacific Lutheran, and
Western in the final standings.

DR. PEGGY C. GAZITTE, Chairwoman of Women's Physical Education at
Eastern, was presented with special lifts at the Women's Colle1iate Sports
banquet last Thursday. Gazette is in her ei1hth year at EWSC and has seen
the women's sports program expanded considerably tht1 past three years.
(Photo: Jim Waaoner)

IT WAS AN EVENING OF AWARDS at Eastern Women's Colle1iate Sports
banquet. Pictured above are the special award winners and the four-year
lett,rwinner~. F.~Qnt. ~o.~, .left t9 ~1ht, Nadine Balabanis, Ca~ol Rin1en, rris.
4

Last weekend's net action
saw the close of aernie
Loeffers' career in an Eagle uniform. Loeffers mounted a 24
win, 7 loss record in two years,
and his strong, consistant play
will be missed. Coach Raver
agreed that replacing Loeffers
will be difficult, because, "he
was a fierce competitor, and
sincere about the game of tennis. Bernie has been the axis
around which we have
attempted to rejuvenate tennis
at Eastern Washington."

Also graduating is three year
letterman Ted Horobiowski, who
finished this year wjth a record
of 11-4. Goach Raver stated,
"We will miss Horobiowski's
dedication in the coming years. I
am happy that in his senior year
Ted could enjoy praying on a
winning team. We wish him
much personal s1;1ccess in his
future endeavors."'

Commenting on next year's'
prospects, Coach Raver said,
"Next year we -should be very
stfong. We have the EVCO
singles champion returning in
the presence of Wally Heidenson. Also, there are many
excellent underclassmen returning that made immeasurable
progress toward building a complete tennis program here at
Eastern. in addition," commented Raver, "With the majori- ·
ty of our varsity ladder returning, 1.feel strongly that Eastern
tennis will continue to gain
respect throughou t the
Northwest."

Ellis, Pam Brown, Linda Partlow, and Karen Dahl. Back row, Cheryl
Schoesler, Janet Janson, Mary McDowell, Bonnie Schur, Sylvia Udell, and
Nancy Stevenson. (Photo: Jim Waaoner)
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